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**ARTIST MONOGRAPIES**

**WILLIAM J. FORSYTH: The Life and Work of an Indiana Artist**

By Rachel Berenson Perry. With full color reproductions of Forsyth’s most important paintings and previously unpublished photographs of the artist and his work, this volume showcases Forsyth’s fearless experiments with artistic styles and subjects. The author also provides fascinating insights into his personality, his relationships and his lifelong devotion to teaching. 152 pages. InUP. 10¾x10¼. Pub. at $35.00

---

**THE BAMBOO BASKET ART OF HIGASHI TAKESONOGAI**

By L. Cotson & R.T. Coffin. With a fervor for artwork and painting, but limited resources and opportunity to pursue this passion, Takesonogai recorded to bamboo basket making, a job that would later turn into a lifelong career. His extraordinary talent and adroit ability to create such artwork transforms this hobby into a much-admired and highly praised profession. Fully illus., most in color. 104 pages. Cotson Occasional Press. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

---

**TWIN VISIONS: Jerome Witkin & Joel-Peter Witkin**

Ed. by Jack Rutberg. Brooklyn born identical twin brothers and celebrated artists Joel-Peter Witkin and Jerome Witkin are brought together for the first time in this publication recreating an exhibition at Jack Rutberg Fine Arts in Los Angeles. Each of the artists’ works is fully illustrated in this volume, which also includes an audio CD of the historic interview of the brothers together. 118 pages. Jack Rutberg Fine Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

---

**ARTIST MONOGRAPHS**

**JOHN CONSTABLE: British Artists**

By William Vaughan. Best known for his idyllic paintings of the English countryside, John Constable’s work was a benchmark for naturalist painters throughout Europe and America in the 19th century. Drawing extensively from the artist’s correspondence, this survey sheds new light on Constable’s artistic aims and achievements. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. lav. 7¾x9¾. Pub. at $26.95

---

**THE ELECTRIC PENCIL: Drawings from Inside State Hospital No. 3**

By James Edward Deeds Jr. Reveals the story of James Edward Deeds Jr, a remarkable artist who emerged from a difficult childhood only to spend his adult life in a Missouri mental institution. This striking collection of Deeds’s 283 drawings, introduces readers to the compelling record of one man’s never-ending artistic vision despite the most adverse conditions. Fully illus. in color. Princeton Architectural. 7¾x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

---

**ROMANCING THE WEST: William J. Forsyth**

Ed. by Jeff A. Menges. Compilation of Forsyth’s work, together with his words and paintings. The initial volume includes 300 color photographs, this volume presents the widest range of his work available. It gives an overall survey of a multi-talented creative artist, taking an unusual approach to illuminate the motivation behind the design and carving of netsuke. 236 pages. Aron Lambert. 11¾x12. Pub. at $85.00

---

**ROBIN: Art & Life of Michael Birch**

By L. Masson & V. Mattiussi. This volume examines the life and work of Michael Birch in full. The volume includes 300 color photographs, this volume presents the widest range of his work available. It gives an overall survey of a multi-talented creative artist, taking an unusual approach to illuminate the motivation behind the design and carving of netsuke. 236 pages. Aron Lambert. 11¾x12. Pub. at $85.00

---

**ARTIST MONOGRAPHS**

**HELEN PHILLIPS: The Life of an American Illustration Master**

By Claudio Bravet al. One of the most gifted and formidable body of Kauffer’s best work. This belated recognition of Phillips as an extremely important and influential American artist. The first time in this publication recreating an exhibition at Jack Rutberg Fine Arts in Los Angeles. Each of the artists’ works is fully illustrated in this volume, which also includes an audio CD of the historic interview of the brothers together. 118 pages. Jack Rutberg Fine Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

---

**Blink Publishing**

**E. MCKNIGHT KAUFFER: A Designer and His Public**

By Mark Haworth-Booth. First published in 1979, this new edition has been revised and updated, and is illustrated anew with a formidable body of Kaufer’s best work. One of the most gifted and internationally admired graphic designers of the 20th century. Kaufer believed an artist should serve his public. 128 pages. V&A. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.50

---

**MINOL ARAKI**

By Claudia Brown et al. Exhibition catalog. A retrospective exhibition that displays the 71 year old artist’s work: landscapes, lots, flowers and birds, faces, and miscellaneous subjects, together with his seals. This beautifully illustrated volume also includes several gate-folds of his work. 131 pages. Phoenix Art Museum. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
**Art History & Criticism**

**A COMPANION TO SPANISH SURREALISM** Ed. by Robert Havard. The author seeks to answer how surrealism fared in Spain, in a series of penetrating critical studies on the leading Spanish surrealists–painters, dramatists and prose-writers—who had much to contribute and in some cases changed the movement's course. Color illus. 293 pages. Tamesis. $59.95. Pub. at $30.00. Item #3716716

**HANDMADE HOLIDAY CARDS FROM 20TH-CENTURY ARTISTS** By Mary Savig. Illustrated with 190 beautifully reproduced cards from the Smithsonian's Archives of American Art. This collection offers a private look into the personal holiday art and correspondence between a variety of American artists, their friends, and family. 196 pages. Smithsonian. $48.95. Pub. at $24.95. Item #2791668

---

**THE ART OF PASSOVER** Ed. by Stephan O. Parnes. Gathered from across the centuries and around the world, this collection of Passover art and objects is at once a stunning visual treasury and a fascinating chronicle of Jewish life in the Middle Ages to the present day. Displays illuminated haggadahs of breathtaking vibrancy, along with artifacts finely crafted in precious metals, crystal, fabric, porcelain, and ivory. 119 pages. Universe. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $24.95. Item #2828521

---

**THE MODERN IDEAL** The Rise and Collapse of Idealism in the Visual Arts By Paul Greenhalgh. Begins by defining and exploring the idea of modernity, returning it to its historical context and revealing how theory and practice in the modern visual arts emerged over three centuries. Discusses the rise of idealism in the modern visual arts, in all the movements. Illus. most in color. 272 pages. V&A Publications. 7¼x10. Pub. at $35.00. Item #6663532

**BESTIARY: Animals in Art from the Ice Age to Our Age** By Christopher Masters. Famous artworks mix with little-seen artifacts from every age and around the globe, offering a fresh perspective and new comparisons to stimulate the mind. Arranged thematically into five chapters, this volume depicts animals in intelligent pairings and groupings that encourage the reader to find and learn their connections. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $24.95. Item #2810336

---

**THE REAL TUDORS: Kings and Queens Rediscovered** By C. Bolland & T. Cooper. Drawing on recent research and technical analysis that has advanced our knowledge of how and when these portraits were created, this fascinating book presents groundbreaking new information about the Tudor monarchs as they were seen in their own time, making it possible for us to encounter the ‘real’ Tudors, face to face. Well illus., most in color. 176 pages. National Portrait Gallery. 7x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. Item #8992490

---

**DANGEROUS WOMEN** By M.D. Garrard & K.L. Dennis. Presents and examines 23 artworks that explore artists’ responses to the women of the Bible. Paintings by Pietro da Cortona, Francisco Cairo, Robert Henri and others capture the Holy Book’s myriad compelling female characters: good wives and bad, courageous heroines, and deadly female fatales. Fully illus., most color. 80 pages. Scala. 7¼x9½. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6799698

---

**GIOVANNI BELLINI’S DUDLEY MADONNA** By Antonio Mazotta. The Dudley Madonna was painted around 1508 by Giovanni Bellini, one of the most celebrated of Italian artists. This collection charts the painting’s recent provenance and reception and revisits the context in which it was created. It retraces its critical history from Dudley’s 19th-century London until today, and reassesses an autographed work by Bellini that during the 20th century was almost completely overlooked. Fully illus., most in color. 104 pages. Paul Holberton. 5¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00. Item #5968755

---

**ART UNFOLDED: A History of Art in Four Colours** By Ben Street. Blue, red, green, and gold. These four colors tell the story of art in a way that few other elements can: From the pigments used to make them—sometimes wildly expensive, like ultramarine, or dangerously toxic, like emerald green—to the varied and changing meanings applied to them. Fully illus. in color. Ilex. 5x6¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #8992490
Art History & Criticism

MEDIEVAL MODERN: Art Out of Time By Alexander Nagel. This comprehensive study offers a radical new reading of art since the Middle Ages. Moving across the familiar period lines set out in conventional histories, Nagel explores the deep connections between modern and pre-modern art to reveal patterns and ideas traversing centuries of artistic practice. Well illus., many in color. 312 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¾x10¼. Pub. at $45.00 Item #6929400 $11.95

REFRACTED MODERNITY: Visual Culture and Identity in Colonial Taiwan Ed. by Yoko Kikuchi. Offering many examples of hybrid expressions that reflect Taiwanese visual culture unique and attractive, these case studies collectively make a strong argument for revising the traditional positioning of colonialism while offering a thought-provoking perspective on Taiwan’s emergence as a major force in contemporary art today. Well illus., many in color. 288 pages. UHP. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $62.00 Item #6775258 $14.95

General Art Books

THE ART OF AARDMAN: The Makers of Wallace & Gromit, Chicken Run, and More A unique anthology, highlighting the evolution of the original ideas that sparked Morph, Wallace & Gromit, Arthur Christmas and many more. See how the characters are developed sketch by sketch, from initial playful outlines to beautiful concept art. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Chronicle. 9¼x10¾. Pub. at $24.95 Item #6558170 $21.95

COLOR YOUR OWN STICKERS By Jess Volinski. Offers more than 100 customizable stickers to color, peel, and stick. Create unique floral stickers to add style and pizzazz to crafts, home decor, notebooks, greeting cards, journals, and more. Includes helpful tips on coloring techniques, along with a gallery of creative ways to use your finished stickers. Fully illus., some in color. 28 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x11. Pub. at $9.99 Item #3654621 $6.95

STAR PRODUCT DESIGNERS: Prototypes, Product, and Sketches from the World's Top Designers By Irene Alegre. This comprehensive compendium reveals the design process, from concept to finished product, of some of the most innovative products on the market today. A must-have for anyone interested in understanding product design and the creative design process. Includes profiles of the leading designers and design firms. Fully illus., many in color. 416 pages. HarperDesign. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 Item #4640403 $9.95

DINOSAUR ART II: The Cutting Edge of Paleocart By Steve White. Following on from Dinosaur Art, this volume showcases ten more amazing artists whose work reinterprets the cutting edge of paleocart. Their stunning full-color art is accompanied by the artists’ own insights, along with coverage of recent paleontological research and the latest discoveries. 188 pages. Titan. 12¼x11¾. Pub. at $39.95 Item #6727545 $24.95

SILVER IN TURKISH ART By M. Zeki Kusoglu. Author and artist Metin Zeki Kusoglu has compiled this beautiful volume of silver art from the Ottoman civilization, and has included some of his own work. A celebrated academic, introduces these pieces of art, along with his own world view, to the contemporary audience. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #4534344 $6.95

LCHAIN: Celebrate Life By Joanne Fink. Discover new ways to express your faith and spirit by adding color, patterns, text, and illustrations to these meaningful and fulfilling designs. Fink provides 16 colorful pages of easy to follow artistic advice on patterning, drawing, and coloring techniques. Design Originals. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 Item #4534344 $6.95

MANDALA: Sacred Circle of Life By Ronald Gerrard. A unique anthology, highlighting the evolution of the original ideas that sparked Morph, Wallace & Gromit, Arthur Christmas and many more. See how the characters are developed sketch by sketch, from initial playful outlines to beautiful concept art. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Chronicle. 9¼x10¾. Pub. at $24.95 Item #6558170 $21.95

LETTERS AND DIARIES OF LETITIA COLMAN 1839–1878 By Susie Hodge. This stunning volume leads you through the fascinating journey and development of the Glasgow Boys, an informal group of young artists that emerged in the late 19th century. Theirs was a rejection of the stuffy narratives and landscapes of the Victorian era, choosing instead to portray the magnificent countryside around Glasgow, fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8¾x11¾. Pub. at $19.99 Item #6905524 $12.95

Some by the author's own work, this book is full of beautiful art from the best contemporary artists. Fully illus., many in color. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11¾. Pub. at $39.95 Item #6966841 $4.95

Vicious, Delicious, and Ambitious: 20th Century Women Artists By Sherri Cullison. Presented in over 250 full-color images is the contemporary artwork of 20 ambitious ladies, each a talented artist who has staked a claim in the outsider genre of Lowbrow Art—once produced solely by and for men. Each artist’s story is presented, along with a selection of her distinctive works. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 Item #6996631 $19.95

☆ THE ILLUSTRATED LETTERS AND DIARIES OF THE PRE-RAPHAELITES By Jan Marsh. The artistic aspirations and achievements of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood are revealed alongside the interwoven dramas of their personal lives, in letters, diaries and reminiscences, while their genius is displayed in vivid paintings, drawings, designs and poems. 160 pages. Batford. 10x7¼. Pub. at $22.95 Item #7784760 $17.95

Art Movements & Genre Art

DADA: Art of the Futurists 1916–1924 By Rudolf Kuenzi. Subversive and fiercely anti-authoritarian, Dada made the radical suggestion that anything could be art and anyone an artist. This volume presents a rich selection of Dadas’ experimental visual and literary works. Covering not only Western Europe and America but also Central and Eastern Europe, Japan and later Neo-Dada. Well illus., most in color. 204 pages. Phaidon. 10x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 Item #2867761 $11.95

GLASGOW BOYS: Masterpieces of Art By Susie Hodge. This stunning volume leads you through the fascinating journey and development of the Glasgow Boys, an informal group of young artists that emerged in the late 19th century. Theirs was a rejection of the stuffy narratives and landscapes of the Victorian era, choosing instead to portray the magnificent countryside around Glasgow, fully illus., in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8¾x11¾. Pub. at $19.99 Item #6905524 $12.95

POETIC ART: A Collection of Art Poems By Betty Abbott. This collection of over 100 art poems by Betty Abbott will inspire and challenge artists to expand their creative horizons. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 Item #6421264 $7.95

DAGA: The Outsider Artists of Japan By John McDonald. Presents a rich selection of the most significant outsider artists. 144 pages. Van Nostrand Reinhold. 8¼x11. Pub. at $24.95 Item #6994001 $19.95

☆ POP ART: Art & Ideas By Bradford R. Collins. Establishes the origins of Pop Art in the context of the social and political world, exploring how events and culture inspired the movement’s most significant artworks. Collins examines how the ideas of artists developed through the decades, displaying a vast number of notable pieces along the way. Well illus. in color. 448 pages. Item #6906425 $39.95

☆ THE ART OF AARDMAN: The Makers of Wallace & Gromit, Chicken Run, and More A unique anthology, highlighting the evolution of the original ideas that sparked Morph, Wallace & Gromit, Arthur Christmas and many more. See how the characters are developed sketch by sketch, from initial playful outlines to beautiful concept art. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Chronicle. 9¼x10¾. Pub. at $24.95 Item #6558170 $21.95

☆ ART IN TURKISH ART By M. Zeki Kusoglu. Author and artist Metin Zeki Kusoglu has compiled this beautiful volume of silver art from the Ottoman civilization, and has included some of his own work. A celebrated academic, introduces these pieces of art, along with his own world view, to the contemporary audience. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #4534344 $6.95

☆ THE ALEGRE FAMILY: Prototypes, Products, and Sketches from the World’s Top Prototypes By Irene Alegre. This comprehensive compendium reveals the design process, from concept to finished product, of some of the most innovative products on the market today. A must-have for anyone interested in understanding product design and the creative design process. Includes profiles of the leading designers and design firms. Fully illus., many in color. 416 pages. HarperDesign. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 Item #4640403 $9.95

☆ SILENT MOVIES: A Critical Anthology By Amy Stich. This comprehensive compendium reveals the design process, from concept to finished product, of some of the most innovative products on the market today. A must-have for anyone interested in understanding product design and the creative design process. Includes profiles of the leading designers and design firms. Fully illus., many in color. 416 pages. HarperDesign. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 Item #4640403 $9.95
INSPRING IMPRESSIONISM: The Impressionists and the Art of the Past Ed. by Ann Dumas et al. Presenting impressionist works by artists including Manet, Moret, Degas, Bazille, Cassatt, and Cézanne alongside those of Raphael, El Greco, Rubens, Velasquez, and others, this volume shows that while the impressionists moved toward modernity and spontaneity, they remained conscious of the traditions, techniques, and subject matter of their predecessors. Well illus. in color. 260 pages. Yale. 11¼x12¼. Paperbound. $19.95

IT'S A STICK-UP: 20 Real Wheat Paste-Ups from the World’s Greatest Street Artists Many street artists don’t use graffiti or stencil anymore but use pre-prepared paper images that can be taken down. This volume shows the work of 20 artists, with photographs of their wheat paste-ups, an article about their work and a fold-out paste-up. Includes perforated fold-out pages. Laurence King. 9¼x13¾. Paperbound. $7.95

STREET GRAPHICS NEW YORK By Barry Dawson. In the city that never sleeps, New York’s soul is on display around the clock. New York is the world capital of street graphics—a creative kaleidoscope of urban ephemera in the form of signs, graffiti, murals, and advertising. This study captures the rich visual patina of the city’s cultural diversity. 112 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x9¾. Paperbound. $19.95

ADORNMENT IN CLAY: Ceramic Netsuke from the Richard R. Silverman Collection By Laura J. Mueller. Provides new scholarship and an in-depth examination of this sub-genre in the context of both Japanese ceramics and the wider field of netsuke production. Well illus. in color. 84 pages. Tokyo Museum of Art. Pub. at $11.95. $9.65

THE ART OF TENNESSEE LOVELNESS: The Mickey Mouse TEN x TEN Contemporary Pop Art Series By David A. Bossert. This stunning volume explores the fascinating world of Tennessee Loveliness, an almost completely colorblind Chicago-based contemporary pop artist, and his series of Mickey Mouse paintings. Employing a uniquely numericalized based color indexing system, his vibrant works entrap us with the power of art, showcasing man’s amazing capacity for overcoming obstacles. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Disney. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $17.95

THE GRAPHIC VEGETABLE: Food and Art from America’s Soil By M.B. Emery & J. Richman. Over 580 juicy images capture the fact that throughout history, artists and artisans have depicted vegetables in remarkable ways. Still lifes, photographs, amusing antique postcards, seed packet art—all sorts of vegetable illustrations have been created to arouse physical and aesthetic appetites, and they are displayed here together with interesting botanical and historical insight. 232 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. $29.95

ENLIGHTENING REMARKS ON PAINTING By Shih-t’ao. Written in the seventeenth century, Shih-t’ao masterfully wove many strands into his philosophy of art. Along with currents of Taoism and Buddhism in the text you will find abundant paintings coupled with illustrations of the artist’s paintings. 129 pages. Pacific Asia Museum. 7¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.50. $7.95

VILLAGE OF PAINTERS: Narrative Scrolls from West Bengal By Frank J. Korom. Features a wide range of contemporary scrolls and examines how their makers are keeping the art vibrantly alive in the rapidly changing world. The 129 pages. Museum of New Mexico. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. $29.95

PROTECTING WISDOM: Tibetan Book Covers from the MacLean Collection By Kathlyn H. Selig Brown. Tibetan book covers are arguably the most ornate in Asia, representing a unique artistic synthesis of influences from Kashmir, India, Nepal, Central Asia, and China. Displayed and studied in this stunning catalogue is a wide array of examples from the collection of Barry and Mary Ann MacLean, complete with exquisite up-close photographs capturing every detail. Beautifully bound with gilt edges. Slipcased. 263 pages. Prestel. 11¾x14¼. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

THE ART OF THE AMERICAN WEST: The Haub Family Collection at Tacoma Art Museum By Laura F. Fry et al. In a variety of media and styles, iconic American artists including Frederic Remington, Thomas Moran, Charles M. Russell, and Georgia O’Keeffe, as well as under explored artists, address the fascinating topics and themes of Native American culture, American politics, and land conservation. Also includes insightful essays. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. Yale. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $35.00. $9.65

NEIGHBORING PEOPLES: The Luba, Songye, and Hemba peoples who live along or near the Lualla River in the southeastern region of the Congo—each other in their artistic production while still retaining their characteristic modes of expression. Well illus. 80 pages. Smith College Mus of Art. 8x10. Paperbound. $20.00

THE ART OF INDIA: Images of Nature By Judith Magee. Presents many of the beautiful images of Indian drawings from the Natural History Museum, London, from fine botanical and zoological illustration, through to depictions of colorful artifacts and trinkets purchased in local markets—spanning a period of more than two hundred years. 112 pages. Natural History Museum. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.50. $5.95

BEFORE 1948: American Paintings in Georgia Collections Exhibition catalog. Lavishly illustrated with paintings created before 1948, this volume features a poignant introduction by award-winning novelist Terry Kay, who describes the social and cultural climate of the rural South immediately following World War II as the agrarian society found its world changed by new technology, and shifting economics. 123 pages. UGA Press. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $41.00. $6.95

WATTEAU AT THE WALLACE COLLECTION By Christoph Martin Vogtherr. One of the most famous and influential artists of the 18th century, Antoine Watteau (1684-1721) changed the course of French painting. The Wallace Collection preserves one of the few outstanding collections of his painting in the world, but its holdings have never been the subject of a special study—until now. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Paul Hoberton. 9¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00. $7.95
Museum & Private Collections

BOTTLES OF DELIGHT: The Thai Collection of Chinese Snuff Bottles By Jennifer Chen. Examines the collection of Chinese snuff bottles found in the Seattle Art Museum. The collection is sorted by material: porcelain, jade, quartz, stone & amber, glass, inside painted, and jadeite carvings. Well illus. in color. 102 pages. Seattle Art Museum. 8¼x10¼. Papercbound. At $19.95 Item #2923270 $4.95

GREAT BRITISH PAINTINGS FROM AMERICAN COLLECTIONS: Holbein to Hockney By M. Warner & R. Asleson. Exhibition catalog. Outside of Britain itself, the richestholdings of British art are found in American collections. This extraordinary presentation of some 65 works pays tribute to this strength of American collecting. Well illus. in color. 262 pages. Yale. 9x10½. Paperbound. At $29.95 Item #6899543 $9.95

A LEGACY OF ART: Paintings and Sculptures by artist Life Members of the National Arts Club By Carol Lowrey. This volume focuses on the unique assemblage of art work, which forms the nucleus of the club’s permanent collection. It also provides those with an interest in historical art, the stories behind the paintings and sculptures that make a visit to the National Arts Club experience. Fully illus., many in color. 216 pages. Hudson Hills. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $80.00 Item #2093997 $7.95

THE QUEEN’S DIAMOND JUBILEE GALLERIES WESTMINSTER ABBEY Ed. by Susan Jenkins et al. Exhibition catalog. A unique collection of exhibits relating to the Abbey’s 1,000-year history, many of which have not previously been on public view. The display follows four major themes: the development of the Abbey’s buildings; worship and daily life in the Abbey; the Abbey’s unique relationship with the monarchy; and its role as a place of national remembrance. Well illus., most in color. 64 pages. Scala. 8¼x9½. Paperbound. At $12.95 Item #6917003

PRICE CUT to $7.95

Exhibition Catalogs

BUDDHA OF THE FUTURE: An Early Maitreya from Thailand By N. Chulwongs & D.F.Lloyd. Exhibition catalog. Focuses on an extraordinary eighth-century statue of Maitreya, the Buddha of the Future, excavated in north central Thailand in 1964, and provides an overview of Buddhist art in Southeast Asia from the seventh to ninth centuries. Illus. 112 pages. The Asia Society Galleries. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. At $35.00 Item #7961997 $5.95

SHU: Re inventing Books in Contemporary Chinese art By Wu Hung. Exhibition catalog. Accompanies the exhibition held at China Institute Gallery, offering the first serious examination of this aspect of Chinese art. Well illus., most in color. 120 pages. China Institute. 8¼x11. Paperbound. At $29.95 Item #2093769 $4.95

GREAT ART FROM TEXAS: The Witt Foundation Collection By C. B. Stein & A. S. Stein. Exhibition catalog. A celebration of the Witt Foundation, the Witt Foundation Collection, and the work of the museum curators, directors, and board members who have contributed to the West Texas art scene. Well illus. 260 pages. West Texas Art Museum. 8x10. Paperbound. At $35.00 Item #2825929 $13.95

THE WRATH OF THE GODS By Christopher D.M. Atkins. Exhibition catalog. Offers an in-depth case study of the Finnish artist, Peter Paul Rubens’s, creative process and aesthetic, while also illustrating why this particular painting has appealed to viewers over time. Well illus., most in color. 111 pages. Yale. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. At $65.00 Item #5850283 $7.95

Museum & Private Collections

JEAN DE JULLIENNE: Collector & Connoisseur By C.M. Vogtherr & J. Tonkovich. One of the leading French collectors of the 18th century, Jean de Jullienne (1686-1766) was known for his outstanding assembly of both paintings and drawings representing the three main schools of art in the eyes of the time: Italian, Netherlandish, and French. This volume provides a full account of the collection, illustrating and examining several of its pieces. 152 pages. Wallace Collection. 9x11. Paperbound. Item #6922441 $9.95

THE PONT-AVEN SCHOOL: Cradle of the Modern Sensibility By J-M. Rouart & A. Goetz. Contributions by the authors are supported by detailed entries of the works by the museum curator, providing invaluable insights into this exceptional collection. The works selected by the collector Alexandre Mouradian eloquently show the international reach of what was not strictly speaking a school. Well illus. in color. 76 pages. 5 Continents. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Item #2826518

PRICE CUT to $13.95

Exhibition Catalogs

GREEK VASE PAINTING: Form, Figure, & Narrative Ed. by P. Gregory Warden. Exhibition catalog. Featured in this volume are essays by prominent scholars, who look at the subject from a variety of methodological approaches as well as from a purely aesthetic point of view. Well illus. in color. 6x9½. Pub. at $35.00 Item #2085767 $6.95

REMBRANDT AND HIS SCHOOL: Masterworks from the Frick and Lugt Collections By Colin B. Bailey et al. Exhibition catalog. The Frick collection presents Rembrandt’s works as seen through the eyes of Henry Clay Frick and Frederik Johannes Lugt, two renowned collectors. Well illus., most in color. 112 pages. The Frick Collection. 8x11¼. Pub. at $20.00 Item #2816792


LOLA ALVAREZ BRAVO: Picturing Mexico Ed. by Stephanie Weissberg. Exhibition catalog. Spanning Alvarez Bravo’s five decade career this volume includes almost fifty photographs and photomontages in which meticulous attention to pattern and light, and her approach to abstraction guide her acutely perceptive depictions of urban and rural landscapes and their diverse inhabitants. 96 pages. Yale. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $30.00 Item #2822423 $15.95

ANDY WARHOL/ AI WEIWEI Ed. by M. Delany & E. Shiner. Exhibition catalog. Provides an unprecedented side by side look at the art and practice of two towering figures in contemporary art. Alongside beautifully reproduced images by both artists, are illuminating essays that interpret their impact on modern art and current life. Well illus., many in color. 312 pages. Yale. 8¼x11. Pub. at $50.00 Item #9933283 $24.95

SANTIAGO CALATRAVA: Structures in Movement By Alexander Tzonis. Exhibition catalog. Published in conjunction with a major exhibition held to inaugurate a new building for the Meadows Museum at Southern Methodist university. Fully illus., most in color. 167 pages. Meadows Museum. 9x12. Paperbound. Item #2822556 $5.95

THE DOMESTIC SCENE (1897-1927), SECOND EDITION: George M. Niedecken, Interior Architect By Cheryl Robertson with T. Marvel. Exhibition catalog. Presents a fully illustrated examination of a central figure in the history of interior design and the Prairie Style. Niedecken is revealed as a forward looking designer influenced by European Art Nouveau and Secessionist design as well as by the Arts and Crafts movement. 120 pages. Milwaukee Art Museum. 8¼x11. Paperbound. At $32.00 Item #3738434

EXHIBITION CATALOGS

Price: $7.95

Item #2816792

ART AT THE CLOSE OF CHINA’S EMPIRE


Item #2816792

LOLA ALVAREZ BRAVO: Picturing Mexico

Ed. by Stephanie Weissberg. Exhibition catalog. Spanning Alvarez Bravo’s five decade career this volume includes almost fifty photographs and photomontages in which meticulous attention to pattern and light, and her approach to abstraction guide her acutely perceptive depictions of urban and rural landscapes and their diverse inhabitants. 96 pages. Yale. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $30.00

Item #2822423

ANDY WARHOL/ AI WEIWEI

Ed. by M. Delany & E. Shiner. Exhibition catalog. Provides an unprecedented side by side look at the art and practice of two towering figures in contemporary art. Alongside beautifully reproduced images by both artists, are illuminating essays that interpret their impact on modern art and current life. Well illus., many in color. 312 pages. Yale. 8¼x11. Pub. at $50.00

Item #9933283

SANTIAGO CALATRAVA: Structures in Movement

By Alexander Tzonis. Exhibition catalog. Published in conjunction with a major exhibition held to inaugurate a new building for the Meadows Museum at Southern Methodist university. Fully illus., most in color. 167 pages. Meadows Museum. 9x12. Paperbound. Item #2822556

THE DOMESTIC SCENE (1897-1927), SECOND EDITION: George M. Niedecken, Interior Architect

By Cheryl Robertson with T. Marvel. Exhibition catalog. Presents a fully illustrated examination of a central figure in the history of interior design and the Prairie Style. Niedecken is revealed as a forward looking designer influenced by European Art Nouveau and Secessionist design as well as by the Arts and Crafts movement. 120 pages. Milwaukee Art Museum. 8¼x11. Paperbound. At $32.00
Exhibition Catalogs

HALSTON & WARHOL: Silver & Suede
Ed. by Abigail Franzen-Sheehan. Exhibition catalog. Illustrated with Halston’s clothing and accessories, Warhol’s art, ephemera, and scores of documentary photographs this stunning volume chronicles the decades-long friendship between the two men, the similarities and intersections in their lives and careers, and the creative affinities they shared. 240 pages. Abrams. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 Item #768324 $29.95

THE MESTIZO ART OF CARLOS ZAPATA: The Baldwin Gallery Exhibition catalog. Colombian artist Carlos Zapata engages equally the riches and honors of history to express a plural unity. Folk and tribal art meet Christian iconography and merge spiritual and political realities. Fetish and icon become interchangeable. War is paired with the intimate and supernatural. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Momentum. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 Item #2926695 $12.95

MATISSE IN TRANSITION: Around La Watte Exhibition catalog. Examines two dozen paintings and drawings by Henri Matisse. Created between 1916 and 1917, these works depict the beautiful Italian model known to history only as La Watte (or Lorette). They capture a dramatic shift in Matisse’s aesthetic sensibilities—from the more abstract and austere manner of the early 1910s to the more calligraphic and decorative mode of the Nice Period. 55 pages. Norton Museum of Art. 9¾x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 Item #998842 $9.95

Exhibition Catalogs


SOUTINE’S PORTRAITS: Cooks, Wa llers & B ellboys By Merlink James et al. Exhibition catalog. One of the most significant modern painters in Paris in the 1920s and 1930s, Chaim Soutine was the only artist to make the common workers of his time into a major subject of avant-garde painting. This volume is devoted to his portrait series, highlighting several important works. Well illus., some color. 152 pages. Paul Holberton. 8¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 Item #6768156 $21.95

Sculpture

ANCIENT IVORY: Masterpieces of the Assyrian Empire By Georgina Herrmann. First discovered in the mid-19th century by renowned Victorian traveler and adventurer Austen Henry Layard, the exquisite ivory sculptures and discussed in this stunning volume form a unique and unparalleled record of the otherwise lost art of the Middle East. Over 300 photos, some in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 Item #664305 $19.95

KULANGO FIGURINES By Alain-Michel Boyer, photos by F. Pachc. The extraordinary varied art of the Kulango, in the northeastern Ivory Coast, can be both intriguing and disconcerting. In this volume, more than 100 figurines have been revitalized, like apparitions from another world. Who are these enigmatic beings whose bulging eyes peer at the invisible? Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. 5 Continents. 9¾x9¾. Pub. at $55.00 Item #6771284 $24.95

INDIAN SILVER JEWELRY OF THE SOUTHWEST, 1888-1930 By Larry Frank with M.J. Holbrook II. This beautifully illustrated volume celebrates the historic silver and turquoise jewelry of the Navajo and Pueblo artists working over 300 superb objects. Frank discusses the history of this jewelry from 1868, when the Navajos were restored to their homeland, to 1930, when mass production ended the innovative first phase of the craft. 214 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 Item #8653730 $15.95

ART OF THE RENAISSANCE BRONZE 1500-1650: The Robert H. Smith Collection By Anthony Radcliffe et al. In no other art form are the ideals of the Renaissance better exemplified than in small bronze sculpture. This lavishly illustrated volume serves as a catalog of one of the finest private collection of such bronzes, as well as an introduction to them, the subjects they represent, the purposes they served, and the settings for which they were made. 312 pages. Philip Wilson. 8¾x11. Pub. at $49.00 Item #7856109 $21.95

DESIGN & DECORATIVE ART

ARTS AND CRAFTS TILES: Morris to Lalique By Michael Archer. Presents a detailed survey of the Arts and Crafts movement in Britain from the beginning of the Victorian era to the 1930s. Over 250 full-color images, including original photographs as well as illustrations, showcase fans made of paper, silk, lace, wood, celluloid, feathers and more. Includes a price guide (published in 2000). Schiffer. 11x8¼. Pub. at $49.95 Item #679523 X $24.95

THE FASHIONABLE FAN By Berla Vekler. This stunning volume tells the fascinating tale of the fan as both a charming fashion accessory and a sophisticated mirror reflecting the changes in fashion and culture over time. Over 255 full-color images, including dramatic original photos as well as historical illustrations, showcase fans made of paper, silk, lace, wood, celluloid, feathers and more. Includes a price guide (published in 2000). Schiffer. 11x8¼. Pub. at $49.95 Item #766898 $24.95

FAUNA: The Art of Jewelry By P. Mauries & E. Possemare. This beautiful volume showcases a specially selected group of 130 pieces of magnificent jewelry, from the collection of the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Paris, consisting of necklaces, earrings, bracelets and brooches by legendary names such as Boucheron, Falize and Lalique. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x9¼. Pub. at $24.95 Item #886842 $17.95

ARTS AND CRAFTS TILES: Morris to Voysey By W. Farmer & R. Higgins. The Arts and Crafts Movement was a reaction to the brutality of working life and the sterility of industrial design in Victorian Britain. Although Arts and Crafts was initially a medieval revival, the movement was always about the artist-craftsman and the appropriate use of materials, rather than any single design tradition. Fully illus., most in color. 96 pages. Amberley. 6¾x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 Item #885884 $13.95
Design & Decorative Art

TALK ABOUT DESIGN By Elisabeth Couturié. From the growth of brands like IKEA and McDonald’s to the more subtle design features in everyday objects like Tupperware, the Bic pen, and the desk chair, Couturié gives us the keys to understand and appreciate the implications of design on a daily basis. Learn about design trends, technology, styles, brands, and more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Flammarion. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 Item # 5941626 $4.95

FOLK ART

RETURN OF THE TRIBAL: A Celebration of Body Adornment By Rufus C. Camphausen. Once viewed as the domain of people at the fringe of society, tattooing and piercing are now at the vanguard of world culture, evidenced by the use of body adornments in major advertisements and the appearance of more tattooed heroes and heroines on the screen. Camphausen takes you on a journey into the culture of body adornment. Fully illus., most in color. 122 pages. Park Street. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item # 6850693 $4.95

Textile Art

INSPIRED BY ELVIS: Art Quilts Celebrating the King By Donna Marcinkowski DeSoto. This collection of 95 art quilts celebrate the songs, movies, and life of the King of Rock and Roll. Enjoy a wide range of interpretations, from realistic to humorous to abstract. Included with the quilts are a mix of memories of Elvis, descriptions of the making of the quilts, and details about the King. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 7¼x10¼. Item # 5917098 $25.95

TRAVERNATIONAL KIMONO SILKS By Anita Yasuda. Takes an inspiring visual tour of elegant fabric design using beautiful kimono remnants from Japan’s Showa Period (1926-1989). Provides information on motif identification, and examines such Japanese motifs as cherry blossoms, peonies, bamboo shoots, waves, and clouds. Inspiring for any needle worker. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Item # 5969593 $17.95

Antiquities

CAVE ART: World of Art By Bruno David. Showcasing astounding discoveries from the past 150 years of archaeological exploration, David tells the story of the mysterious world of decorated caves, from the oldest known “painting kits,” virtually intact in South Africa, to the magnificent murals of the European Ice Age that are so famous today. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 3½x4½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item # 5953839 $17.95

Fantasy & SciFi Art

THE FANTASTIC LINE ART OF ARTHUR RACKHAM Ed. by Jeff A. Menges. Collects the line art of an artist widely regarded as one of the leading illustrators from the golden age of British book illustration. Includes images from throughout his career–pieces for Alice in Wonderland; Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens; A Midsummer Night’s Dream; and some rare periodical work. 162 pages. Dover. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item # 6743749 $13.95

SEED ART: The Package Made Me Buy It By Irwin Richman. Features over 475 boldly colorful seed artwork catalog, packet, and publication illustrations arranged chronologically, from the late 19th to the 20th centuries, all arranged alphabetically for easy reference. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item # 2795663 $14.95

THE HUNDRED HEADLESS WOMAN By Max Ernst. Originally published in Paris in 1929, this collage novel constitutes a seminal twentieth-century work of art. The combinations of engravings from Victorian-era books and magazines offer a bizarre dream world of the surreal. Fully illus. 325 pages. Dover. 7x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 Item # 6741190 $9.95

ARTIST’S MANUALS & GUIDES

HILLS & MOUNTAINS IN WATERCOLOUR: What to Paint By Peter Woolley. Provides all the inspiration you need to produce beautiful paintings of hills and mountains; encompassing a variety of scenes from gentle slopes and rolling hills to dramatic peaks of far-off mountain ranges. Includes outlines of each of the paintings, with instructions for transferring them onto watercolor paper. Search. 8½x11¼. Item # 6775835 $4.95
**Artist’s Manuals & Guides**


**LANDSCAPES IN COLORED PENCIL: Drawing Made Easy** By Eileen Soren. Teaches you how to render a variety of nature scenes and landscapes in the fun and approachable medium of colored pencil. Create complex color combinations through layering and blending, and master the art of rendering realistic textures with this guide. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. Item #2995360.

**WATERCOLOR MASTERS AND LEGENDS** By Betsy Dillard Stout. Explore the lives and works of a range of innovative watercolorists in detailed profiles that cover unique approaches, philosophies and techniques. A stunning gallery that showcases more than 125 pieces of exquisite art, 18 innovative demonstrations, and 34 artist interviews and commentaries. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. North Light. Item #2822140.

**PAINT WITH THE WATERCOLOR MASTERS** By Jonathan Stephenson. Explore every aspect of watercolor, from understanding the historical background to learning how to master the various techniques. Explains how to choose the right paints, papers and brushes, and demonstrates the many varied styles and technical approaches. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Thames & Hudson. Item #6824962.

**COLOR: Artist Toolbox** Ed. by Elizabeth T. Gilbert. This practical guide to color and its uses in art includes step by step projects and accessible technical demonstrations to show color in action. A useful reference for any beginning artist’s library. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Walter Foster. Item #2941805.

**CRAFT-A-DOODLE DEUX: 73 Exercises for Creative Drawing** By Jenny Doh. Let your creativity shine with more than 70 fun prompts and exercises to inspire your inner artist. Seventeen contributors will get you started creating whimsical animals, enchanting cartoon characters and beautiful floral designs. Fully illus., some in color. 144 pages. Lark. Item #2985055.

**FINISHING TOUCHES: A Guide for the Artist** By Sarah Walsh. Start with a shape and doodle what you see! Simple geometrics are the building blocks of the universe. In this sketchbook for artists, designers, and doodlers, you’ll find them on every page, ready for you to pick up your pencil, inviting your creativity and suggesting wondrous things. Quarry. Item #5743478.

**LEEN HAMMOND’S ALL NEW BIG BOOK OF DRAWING** No matter what your experience level, you can learn to draw by following the step by step demonstrations in this comprehensive guide. Hammond offers 98 projects, from simple shapes to animals, clothing and people. Project by project you can gain confidence and cultivate great joy in drawing. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. North Light. Item #6878177.

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALK LETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etzy superstar. Master your ABC’s, from basic letterforms to fun lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $19.95. Item #2822024.

**THE H.P. LOVECRAFT DRAWING BOOK** Draw your own nightmarish art inspired by the horrifying world of H.P. Lovecraft. Provides 16 projects for you to sketch, all with easy step by step instructions. With detailed information on all materials you will need and clear tutorials for the basic techniques, you won’t need any prior drawing skills to master these otherworldly monstrosities. Fully illus. 96 pages. Arturius. Item #6925539.

**THE CREATIVE DRAWING WORKBOOK** Imaginative Step-by-Step Projects By Barrington Barber. Discover how to create geometric compositions and patterns, explore the natural world as a source of inspiration, and see how everyday subjects can be transformed into decorative, original drawings with this fun guide. Fully illus. 8¾x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. Item #2979470.

**CREATIVE FOLK ART AND BEYOND** Features the whimsical and colorful folk-art style of Scandinavia and beyond. This step by step guide includes creative prompts and easy exercises, so no matter what your skill level, you can learn how to draw and paint beautiful, colorful art. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. Item #2869438.

**THINK BIG PAINT SMALL: Oil Painting Easier, Faster & Better** By Joyce Washor. Gives you all the guidance you need to succeed at creating paintings that are small in size but big in beauty. More than 12 step by step demonstrations show you how to paint a variety of still lifes and landscapes, all on canvases measuring four inches or less! Well illus. in color. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99.

**LANDSCAPE SKETCHIN G IN PEN & INK: With Notes on Architectural Subjects** By Donald Maxwell. Following introductions to perspective, light and shade, and composition, Maxwell proceeds to demonstrate how to direct a picture’s focus, and he discusses the challenges of ink as a medium. Although geared for professional artists, this accessible approach to landscape sketching will also appeal to amateurs. Well illus. 131 pages. Dover. Item #2818965.

**EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT LETTERING** By Jonathan Andree. This g reat r esource for students includes 14 original works that can be printed, more than 27 instructional videos; 14 step by step exercises to help students develop their skills; and 70 suggested drawings to study and utilize for further practice. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Item #2931650.

**DRAW LIKE THE MASTERS: An Excellent Way to Learn from Those Who Have Much to Teach** This great resource for students includes 14 additional works that can be printed, more than 27 instructional videos; 14 step by step exercises to help students develop their skills; and 70 suggested drawings to study and utilize for further practice. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Item #2865936.

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALK LETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etzy superstar. Master your ABC’s, from basic letterforms to fun lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6925539.

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALKLETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etzy superstar. Master your ABC’s, from basic letterforms to fun lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6925539.

**100 THINGS TO DRAW WITH A TRIANGLE** By Sarah Walsh. Start with a shape and doodle what you see! Simple geometrics are the building blocks of the universe. In this sketchbook for artists, designers, and doodlers, you’ll find them on every page, ready for you to pick up your pencil, inviting your creativity and suggesting wondrous things. Quarry. Item #5743478.


**LANDSCAPES IN COLORED PENCIL: Drawing Made Easy** By Eileen Soren. Teaches you how to render a variety of nature scenes and landscapes in the fun and approachable medium of colored pencil. Create complex color combinations through layering and blending, and master the art of rendering realistic textures with this guide. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. Item #2995360.

**MASTERING OIL PAINTING: Artist’s Library Series** By James Sulkowski. The perfect resource for aspiring artists to build proficiency in oil painting. Follow along as Sulkowski guides you through seven step by step oil painting projects that cover a variety of subject matter, including still lifes, portraits, and landscapes. Fully illus.; most in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. Item #683731X.

**FULLY ILLUS. IN COLOR. 64 PAGES. WALTER FOSTER. 6½X9½. PAPERBOUND. PUB. AT $9.95**

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALKLETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etzy superstar. Master your ABC’s, from basic letterforms to fun lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6925539.

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALKLETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etzy superstar. Master your ABC’s, from basic letterforms to fun lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6925539.

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALKLETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etzy superstar. Master your ABC’s, from basic letterforms to fun lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6925539.

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALKLETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etzy superstar. Master your ABC’s, from basic letterforms to fun lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6925539.

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALKLETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etzy superstar. Master your ABC’s, from basic letterforms to fun lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6925539.
**MORPHO: Fat and Skin Folds**
By Michel Lauricella.
Presents a simplified and practical vision of the fat and skin folds of the human body to help you in your drawing studies, encouraging both accuracy and a rich, diverse representation of the human form. Geared towards artists of all levels, this handy pocket-sized edition will help you spark your imagination and creativity. Fully illus. North Light. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 Item #2805068

Price: $11.95

**ACRYLIC EXPRESSIONS**
By Staci Swider.
Discover how to paint intuitively by uncovering meaningful symbols, and distilling them into a visual vocabulary. Then combine your interpretation and personal inspiration as you use acrylic paints and other materials to create textural, expressive, abstract works of art. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 Item #2836516

Price: $17.95

**DIY TEMPORARY TATTOOS: Draw It, Print It, Ink It**
By Pepper Baldwin.
Packed full of advice and visual inspiration and step by step tutorials, this guide explains how to draw your own patterns or adapt found designs and then print and apply your creations. An additional selection allows you to trace or download straight from the page. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. 6 x 8 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 Item #6809502

Price: $4.95

**LANDSCAPE DRAWING: Inspirational Step-by-Step Illustrations Show You How to Master Landscape Drawing and Painting**
By Mark Bergin. This accessible step by step guide to drawing landscapes includes artistic techniques; choosing the right medium; inspirational sketchbook pages; and how to develop your creative ideas. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Book House. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. pub. at $9.95 Item #6943101

Price: $5.95

**FOUNDATIONS OF DRAWING: A Practical Guide to Art History, Tools, Techniques, and Styles**
By Al Guy. Provides an in-depth look at the fundamentals you need to truly understand drawing as an art form, and offers step by step exercises and informative sidebars to guide you through the process. Fully illus. in color. 276 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 Item #2851741

Price: $8.95

**THE NEW COLOR MIXING COMPANION**
By Josie Lewis. Offers fascinating lessons and creative exercises in how to mix color and create exciting palettes. Get beyond the color wheel and basic theory with fun, hands on projects that illustrate and illuminate various aspects of color mixing techniques, all with beautiful results. All skill levels can learn to take color in a whole new direction 160 pages. Quarry. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 Item #28844982

Price: $17.95

**STREET SCENES IN WATERCOLOR: Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes**
By Graham Booth. Offers 32 quick and easy exercises that take no more than 30 minutes, each teaching you how to paint a new street scene element or practice a new technique. The step-by-step projects are worked at postcard size, resulting in mini artworks you’ll be proud to display. Includes 96 pages. Search. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6676243

Price: $7.95

**LEARN FLOWER PAINTING QUICKLY**
By Frerick Waugh. Contains expert, easy to follow guidance on the key techniques and tips on how to combine them, composition and design and creating beautiful, nuanced color mixes, and invaluable advice on foliage, an often overlooked aspect of flower painting. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Batsford. 8 x 6 1/2. Pub. at $14.95 Item #2871461

Price: $11.95

**NEW YORK IN WATERCOLOR: Ready to Paint**
By Geoff Kersey. Shows how to paint five famous New York scenes including the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State Building and Brooklyn Bridge, and all the outlines are provided as pull-out tracings. People who want to learn to paint without relying on their drawing skills have everything they need in this guide. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 Item #6659601

Price: $5.95

**CREATING PERSONAL MANDALAS**
By Cassia Cogger. Discover the magic and mystery that awakes when you express yourself within the safe space of a circle. Twenty exploratory step by step mandala exercises and tips about drawing shapes and sacred geometry, including suggestions for using them in your mandala projects are given. Start expressing your life stories within the circle. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 Item #6983367

Price: $6.95

**DRAW AND PAINT SUPER CUTE ANIMALS**
By Jane Maday. Offers 35 step by step super-cute drawing demonstrations covering everything from kittens and fawns to birds, butterflies and butterflies and shows how to create sweet and sentimental critter compositions using scale, props and anthropomorphized attributes. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. North Light. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 Item #28444982

Price: $14.95

**POSH ART OF THE DOT**
Using the easy to follow instructions in this guide, you can create and color the gorgeous geometric designs known as Kolam, an ancient art form from India. 64 pages. McMoel. 9 x 9 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 Item #2837846

Price: $1.95

**THE ART OF BOTANICAL DRAWING: An Introductory Guide**
By Agathe Ravet-Haevermans. This guide instructs the reader on how to recognize and draw a wide variety of flowers and leaves and covers the textures and botanical elements of a range of different plants including succulents, vegetables, trees and grasses. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Timber. 10 x 8 1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6605007

Price: $11.95

**LANDSCAPES IN WATERCOLOUR: Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes**
By Dave Woolass. A comprehensive beginners guide to painting landscapes in watercolor featuring 33 quick and easy exercises. Outline drawings of all the exercises and paintings in the guide are provided on tracing paper for you to transfer straight onto your watercolor paper. 96 pages. Search. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6635961

Price: $12.95

**MATTHEW PALMER’S STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO WATERCOLOUR PAINTING**
A step by step course in watercolor painting with informative chapters on color, color mixing, applying special effects, mark-making and trouble-shooting. Perfect for the amateur painter wishing to build on their skills. Includes five step by step projects to recreate. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6939449

Price: $14.95

**DRAWING: Techniques and Tutorials for the Complete Beginner**
By Christine Allison. An ideal introductory guide for anyone who always wanted to draw but doesn’t know where to start. Includes 10 step by step tutorials; advice on tools, materials and techniques; and tips on how to take the tutorial a step further. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. 8 1/4 x 10 3/4. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6812848

Price: $11.95

**FIGURE IT OUT! Simple Lessons, Quick Results**
By Christopher Hart. A refreshing book for anyone who has ever wanted to draw but just pick up a pencil and start drawing the human figure with ease. Follow along with Hart as he cuts through the common, complicated instruction of most figure-drawing guides to provide all the tips, tricks, and techniques needed for illus. in color. 143 pages. Get Creative. 6. Dover. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6854490

Price: $7.95

**MAKE MANGA! Create Characters and Scenes**
By Karolina Larinene Helura. With more than 20 step by step tutorials, this guide will show you the basics of human anatomy and manga-specific proportions; the fundamentals of coloring skin tones, clothing and backgrounds with markers or watercolor; character ideas; and how to incorporate all of those various elements to build a cool and complete scene. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 Item #6878776

Price: $17.95

**DRAWING TREES AND LEAVES: The Curious Artist**
By J. Kuo & M. Wyslet. This exciting and wonder-filled book guides artists at all levels of skill and experience to learn about, closely observe, and draw these ever-present, enduring, and always fascinating subjects in a new light. Well illus. 144 pages. Quarry. Item #5874889

Price: $17.95

**STREET SCENES IN WATERCOLOR: Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes**
By Dave Woolass. A comprehensive beginners guide to painting landscapes in watercolor featuring 33 quick and easy exercises. Outline drawings of all the exercises and paintings in the guide are provided on tracing paper for you to transfer straight onto your watercolor paper. 96 pages. Search. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 Item #6635961

Price: $12.95

**THE VINTAGE ILLUSTRATION MANUAL**
By Edith Young. Originally published in 1919 as Student’s Manual of Fashion Drawing, this antique volume represents an authentic guide to fashion illustration in the years between the Edwardian era and the Jazz Age. A great way to learn how to draw vintage fashion from a genuine voice of the era. Well illus. 88 pages. Dover. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6854650

Price: $7.95

**MAKE MANGA! Create Characters and Scenes**
By Karolina Larinene Helura. With more than 20 step by step tutorials, this guide will show you the basics of human anatomy and manga-specific proportions; the fundamentals of coloring skin tones, clothing and backgrounds with markers or watercolor; character ideas; and how to incorporate all of those various elements to build a cool and complete scene. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 Item #6878776

Price: $17.95

**DRAWING TREES AND LEAVES: The Curious Artist**
By J. Kuo & M. Wyslet. This exciting and wonder-filled book guides artists at all levels of skill and experience to learn about, closely observe, and draw these ever-present, enduring, and always fascinating subjects in a new light. Well illus. 144 pages. Quarry. Item #5874889

Price: $17.95
**Artist’s Manuals & Guides**

- **DRAWING WHAT THE EYE SEES** By Ted Seth Jacobs. Heralded as a revolutionary right-brain approach to figure drawing, this guide focuses on mental images rather than technique. More than 180 drawings and eight pages of instruction reinforce such concepts as light, balance, and symmetry. 136 pages. Dover, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **CREATIVE APPROACHES TO PAINTING: An Inspirational Resource for Artists** By Marjorie Samat. Discover how to advance your visual style with this collection of more than 200 imaginative ideas for painting. In addition to tips on ways to organize this guide, ideas propose unusual methods with innovative materials and offer advice, answers, and techniques for artists of every style. 156 pages. Dover, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **THE ART OF CREATIVE WATERCOLOR: Inspiration & Techniques for Imaginative Drawing & Painting** By Danielle Donaldson. Discover imaginative techniques that help you override perfectionist tendencies; learn an inventive approach for more creative color choices; find a simple strategy that makes drawing new subjects less intimidating; and use the inspirational exercises that make finding subjects to paint easy in this colorful guide. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

- **TANGLED FANTASIES: 52 Drawings to Finish and Color** By Jane Monk. Bring each of the 52 scenes to life as you use common shapes, lines, and patterns of tangle art to fill in blank spaces and add details. Then color in those intricate drawings, using colored pencils or markers. Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. 128 pages. Dover, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

- **KRISTY’S SPRING CUTTING GARDEN: A Watercoloring Book** By Kristy Rice. A simple painting suggestion and inspirational commentary accompanies each pattern included in this guide, along with simple tutorials on how to use watercolor and where to find affordable materials. Illus. Schieltz. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**Adult Coloring Books**

- **COMFORT & JOY COLORING BOOK: Glorious Scenes to Color** By Creative Publishing Int’l. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **NORDIC DESIGNS COLORING BOOK** Features 60 Nordic designs to color inspired by generations of quilt patterns, furniture ornamentation, wall hangings, and more. Includes perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover, 8¼x11. Paperback. Item #5856904

- **THE CHINESE COLOURING BOOK** Feel the strain of modern life fall away as you color more than sixty beautiful Chinese designs. There are small motifs that are quick to complete, and more absorbing projects for when you have more time. Search. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **THE TANGLED TRAVELS: 52 Drawings to Finish and Color** By Jane Monk. Bring each of the 52 scenes to life as you use common shapes, lines, and patterns of tangle art to fill in blank spaces and add details. Then color in those intricate drawings, using colored pencils or markers. Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. 128 pages. Dover, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **THE TANGLED TRAVELS: 52 Drawings to Finish and Color** By Jane Monk. Bring each of the 52 scenes to life as you use common shapes, lines, and patterns of tangle art to fill in blank spaces and add details. Then color in those intricate drawings, using colored pencils or markers. Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. 128 pages. Dover, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **COLOR YOUR OWN BLACK PANTHER** The Black Panther is on the prowl, waiting for you to fill in between the lines with your markers, pencils or crayons. They’re all here: Shuri, the Midnight Angels, Kwak and Mar-Ape, and T’Challa. Marvel. 7¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **COLOR YOUR OWN DC–BATMAN, VOLUME 1: Hush** By Jeph Loeb. Now you can be your own composer and colorist by adding your own mood, dimension and depth to the Eisner Award-winning story Batman: Hush! Grab your colored pencils or markers and bring to life every black and white in the world of Batman. DC Comics. 7¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **COLOR YOUR OWN MONET** Tangles inspire you to create your own Monet. Each of the five symbols–Shofar, Hamsa, Chai, Shalom and Star of David–are explained as you move through the illustrations that are ready for coloring. Printed on one side of the page only. Post Hill. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **TANGLED TRAVELS: 52 Drawings to Finish and Color** By Jane Monk. Bring each of the 52 scenes to life as you use common shapes, lines, and patterns of tangle art to fill in blank spaces and add details. Then color in those intricate drawings, using colored pencils or markers. Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. 128 pages. Dover, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **COMFORT & JOY COLORING BOOK: Glorious Scenes to Color** By Creative Publishing Int’l. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **NORDIC DESIGNS COLORING BOOK** Features 60 Nordic designs to color inspired by generations of quilt patterns, furniture ornamentation, wall hangings, and more. Includes perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover, 8¼x11. Paperback. Item #5856904

- **THE CHINESE COLOURING BOOK** Feel the strain of modern life fall away as you color more than sixty beautiful Chinese designs. There are small motifs that are quick to complete, and more absorbing projects for when you have more time. Search. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **THE TANGLED TRAVELS: 52 Drawings to Finish and Color** By Jane Monk. Bring each of the 52 scenes to life as you use common shapes, lines, and patterns of tangle art to fill in blank spaces and add details. Then color in those intricate drawings, using colored pencils or markers. Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. 128 pages. Dover, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **COLOR YOUR OWN BLACK PANTHER** The Black Panther is on the prowl, waiting for you to fill in between the lines with your markers, pencils or crayons. They’re all here: Shuri, the Midnight Angels, Kwak and Mar-Ape, and T’Challa. Marvel. 7¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **COLOR ME CAT: Triangulates** Use the natural color palette included for lifetime geometric felines; experiment with the vivid color palette for a unique graphic effect; let your imagination run wild and freestyle on the pattern pages provided; or make and personalize your own cat mask. 96 pages. HarperDesign. 9¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

- **COLOR YOUR OWN WOLVERINE** Nothing’s ever black and white in the world of Wolverine, so it’s up to you to add the color to some of his most sensational scenes with your markers, crayons, or colored pencils. Marvel. 7¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **COLORING DC–BATMAN, VOLUME 1: Hush** By Jeph Loeb. Now you can be your own composer and colorist by adding your own mood, dimension and depth to the Eisner Award-winning story Batman: Hush! Grab your colored pencils or markers and bring to life every black and white in the world of Batman. DC Comics. 7¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **COLOR YOUR OWN MONET** Tangles inspire you to create your own Monet. Each of the five symbols–Shofar, Hamsa, Chai, Shalom and Star of David–are explained as you move through the illustrations that are ready for coloring. Printed on one side of the page only. Post Hill. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

- **TANGLED TRAVELS: 52 Drawings to Finish and Color** By Jane Monk. Bring each of the 52 scenes to life as you use common shapes, lines, and patterns of tangle art to fill in blank spaces and add details. Then color in those intricate drawings, using colored pencils or markers. Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. 128 pages. Dover, 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **COMFORT & JOY COLORING BOOK: Glorious Scenes to Color** By Creative Publishing Int’l. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

- **NORDIC DESIGNS COLORING BOOK** Features 60 Nordic designs to color inspired by generations of quilt patterns, furniture ornamentation, wall hangings, and more. Includes perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover, 8¼x11. Paperback. Item #5856904
Adult Coloring Books

**TRAVEL** : Inspired Coloring. Features over 100 stunning designs from beautifully detailed cityscapes in Paris and New York to palm tree-studded beaches and majestic Asian temples, just waiting for your artistic touch with colored pencils or markers. Parragon. 8 ½x10 ¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. Item #666203X.

**COLOR YOUR OWN DUTCH MASTERS** From Frans Hals' The Laughing Cavalier to Johannes Vermeer's Girl with a Pearl Earring, 22 paintings from the rich and glorious Dutch Golden Age are adapted into detailed illustrations just begging for color. One-side pages are in a drawing pad format make for easy removal and display. Chartwell. 11x ½x 8. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. Item #6559816.

**CRAZY CONTRACTIONS COLORING BOOK** Extraordinarily complicated machines designed to perform the simplest and silliest of functions are the hallmark of Robinson—the brilliant British cartoonist. This collection of drawings for you to color demonstrates Robinson’s gentle sense of humor and imagination and promises hours of creative fun. 128 pages. Chartwell. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #619517.

**EDGAR ALLAN POE** : An Adult Coloring Book. The macabre, mysterious realm of Poe's chilling tales bleed onto the coloring page. Bring your own creative flair to an assortment of Gothic illustrations and details inspired by the writer's most enduring works: The Tell-Tale Heart; The Black Cat; The Pit and the Pendulum; The Raven and more. Lark. 9x4 ¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #5787041.

**DESERT WONDERLAND** : A Serene Coloring Retreat. This collection offers a serene escape, evoking the calmness of desert landscapes and invites you to bring your own colorful creativity to every page. Each illustration is offered on a single-sided, perforated page for easy removal and display. Get Creative! 6x 9 ½. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. Item #584524.

**SECRET LONDON** : Color Your Way To Calm Stroll along the Thames before taking a ride on the London Eye. Make your way through the crowds lined up to see Big Ben and Buckingham Palace, then stop by the shop windows of Harrods before sitting down for a cup of tea at a pint in Soho. Let your pens and pencils replace your camera, and color the sights and scenes of one of the world's most exciting cities. Little, Brown. 9x9 ½. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6053564.

**FOUR SEASONS COLORING BOOK** Features sixty-three imaginative illustrations that lead colorists on a magical journey through the four seasons. Includes striking and complex scenes of snow-covered mountains, gardens blossoming in spring rains, and glorious autumn landscapes of falling leaves. Perforated pages are printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8x10 ¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. Item #5850866.

**I LOVE COLORING** : This compact coloring collection is perfect for on-the-go fun. The lively mix of designs includes everything from intricate patterns and nature images to beautiful buildings and whimsical renditions of everyday objects. Fully illustrated. Price Stern Sloan. 5x8 ½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5963982.

**DEAN'S STEELWING** : A collection of prints from Dean's Steelwing, an illustrator and designer known for unusual life drawings that capture the essence of nature. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. Item #5816796.

**CREATIVE CLOWN** : A collection of original black and white line drawings and beautiful line lettered quotes to thrill and captivate readers. Relive every adventure from Mare's first night as the little lightning girl to the royal betrayal that changed it all. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. HarperCollins. 8x11 ¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #5747805.

**COLOUR IN THE QUEEN** Celebrate the Queen’s life with 15 frameable prints to color in and display on your wall. Detailed scenes from around the world are accompanied by explanatory captions on the reverse side. Frances Lincoln. 8x11 ¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5957532.

**RED QUEEN** : The Official Coloring Book. Collects original black and white line drawings and beautiful line lettered quotes to thrill and captivate readers. Relive every adventure from Mare's first night as the little lightning girl to the royal betrayal that changed it all. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. HarperCollins. 8x11 ¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6816796.

**DOGS** : Coloring in 3D by Hannah Davies. Follow the easy instructions to learn where to place warm and cool colors in these detailed designs to make your artwork pop off the page. Designs include dashing dachshunds, playful pugs, pretty poodles and a wild wolf. Includes 3D glasses. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x11 ¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. Item #5842549.

**THE WALLPAPER COLORING BOOK** Ed. by Natalia Price-Cabrera. Wallpapers in classic designs span the decades from the 18th Century to the present day. Each is accompanied by a room furnished for the era. With each wallpaper pattern there are several options to experiment with different color combinations. Thunder Bay. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #4570030.


**UNDERWATER KINGDOMS** : The Coloring Space. Everyone loves to color! Now the whole family can relax and enjoy creative time together by bringing to life these inventive drawings of underwater creatures of every shape, size, and color. Each of these fantastical designs features a splash of vibrant color to jump-start an underwater adventure. Little, Brown. 8x11 ¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #5830982.
**Adult Coloring Books**

PAISLEY DESIGNS COLORING BOOK By Kelly A. Baker et al. Offers a wild take on the twisted teardrop shapes known as Persian pickles or paisleys. Sixty-three stunning designs offer lots of complex absorbing challenge for experienced coloring enthusiasts. Printed on perforated, one-sided pages, perfect for easy removal and display. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95

★ WORLD TRAVELER COLORING BOOK By Thaneeya McArdle. Set out on your own artistic journey to 30 world heritage sites from the Eiffel Tower in Paris to St. Basil’s Cathedral in Moscow. Printed on high quality, extra-thick paper to eliminate bleed-through, these images are perfect for decorating with markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

$7.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5772613</td>
<td>★ CHALK-STYLE GOOD TIMES DELUXE COLORING BOOK By Deb Strain. Offers 32 designs that celebrate life’s little moments, presented on textured black background, just like a real chalkboard. Use light-colored pencils and gel pens. Pages are perforated for easy removal. Design Originals. 10x10. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5772400</td>
<td>★ WALLPAPER COLORS! Coloring Patterns Inspired by Vintage Wall Coverings Inspired by the historic decorative arts collection at London’s famous Victoria and Albert Museum, these gorgeous patterns feature flowing shapes and natural elements that are a delight to color. Illustrations printed on both sides of the page. Fully Illus. Get Creative. 8½x11. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Graphic Arts**

THE TYPOGRAPHIC UNIVERSE By S. Keller & G. Anderson. A celebration of the world of letters, this volume illustrates more than 300 examples of unusual letterforms, either created from non-traditional materials or found in unexpected places. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $50.00

$9.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8274970</td>
<td>10 ADVERTISING PRINCIPLES By Robert Shore. Examines the ten key principles underlying all great advertising and shows readers how to create dynamic, well-targeted ads of their own. Clear explanations, useful checklists, and over 150 examples make this an essential text for anyone interested in or intrigued by the world. Illus. in color. 176 pages.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monographs on Photographers**

RUTH BERNHARD: The Eternal Body Originally published in 1986, this is the first collection of Bernhard’s finest nudes to be presented in a single monograph. This assemble reveals the full range of her genius, and features an insightful forward by Karen Siskin, curator of photography at the Santa Barbara Museum of Art. 131 pages. Chronicle. 10x13¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

$11.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5984718</td>
<td>BRASSAI: Photofile Collects the most famous portraits and cityscapes of Brassai, friend of Picasso and Henry Miller. He knew and photographed the leading figures of his day—Giacometti, Sartre, Dali, Matisse and Mann among them. Fully illus. Thames &amp; Hudson. 12x9½. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$9.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8628373</td>
<td>CULTURE + TYPOGRAPHY: How Culture Affects Typography By Nikki Visagomez. Inspire your type designs with the side-by-side travel photo comparisons—each image features examples of typography in culture and is accompanied by cultural and historical commentary. Explore how design choices can be informed by the language of the cultural surroundings, and learn about type selection, color usage and more. 204 pages. HOW Books. 10¼x8¼. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Monographs on Photographers**

**BERENICE ABBOTT: Phototie.** Collects some of the work of American photographer Berenice Abbott who first took up the art while working as an assistant to Man Ray, but soon left to set up her own studio, where she photographed the leading lights of Paris’ literary and artistic circles. Fully illus. Thames & Hudson. 5x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

Item #6883403

$5.95

**PARIS CHANGING.** By Christopher Rauchenberg. Between 1888 and 1927, Eugene Atget carefully photographed Paris and its environs. In the 1990s Rauchenberg revisited and rephotographed Atget’s original locations. Features seventy-six pairs of images by Atget and Rauchenberg that vividly capture both the changes the city has undergone and its Architectural, 7x9

Item #6886248

$5.95

**TORN POSTERS: Jean-Pierre Voret.** By Roxanne Tonus et al. The fruit of more than 40 years of wandering and shooting pictures in the cities of the world with an eye to observing the clandestine ways of the city. This volume recounts this surprising process, revealing the particular beauties and extravagances found within the city walls. Text includes English, Italian, French, and German languages. 288 pages. Hudson Hills. 10x12½. Pub. at $60.00

Item #6861024

$11.95

**MENESSES: A Reporter’s Life.** By Enrique Menesses. One of the leading lights of twentieth-century Spanish documentary photography, Meneses photographed everything from the Suez Crisis and the Cuban Revolution to American civil rights protests and the Bosnian war over the course of his 60-year career. Included in this survey of his journalistic work are also self-taught novice Christina Herback, Leonard Zett, Jay Mac, and others. Photographs include Sven Herback, Leonard Zett, Jay Mac, and others. Photos highlight an impressive array of physiques. Adults only. 80 pages. Jassen. 9½x13. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

Item #574007X

$11.95

**MARY RANDLETT PORTRAITS.** This stunning collection of Randlett’s portraits are accompanied by biographical sketches written by McCue, which blend life stories and reflections on the works, and combine with Randlett’s own reminiscences. McCue also contributes an essay on Randlett’s life and professional career. 183 pages. UPAl 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00

Item #6886248

$5.95

**LUCIEN HERVE: Building Images.** By Olivier Beer. Features more than one hundred of Herve’s photographs in every genre, and celebrates his work as an artist, creating images that serve not simply as records but as works of a singular imagination. 224 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $65.00

Item #6781291

$11.95

I WRITE TO TELL YOU OF A BABY BOY BORN ONLY YESTERDAY... By David Eustace. This first ever retrospective of photographer David Eustace’s work is an eclectic mix of portraiture, landscape, and social observation. From photos of Si Paul McCartney to stunning images of Yosemite, this lavish volume will captivate and amaze in equal measure. Clearview Books. 11½x14½. Pub. at $100.00

Item #6754252

$19.95

**LIGHTING AND FLOW POSING.** Techniques for Boudoir Photography. By Jodi Lynn Maxwell. Maxwell shows the simple lighting and relaxed flow posing can boost clients’ confidence. She covers every step of the process to create images that celebrate women’s power, beauty, and sensuality, from clothing selection and set design to post-production and sales. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

Item #6744488

$17.95

**MARY RANDLETT PORTRAITS.** This stunning collection of Randlett’s portraits are accompanied by biographical sketches written by McCue, which blend life stories and reflections on the works, and combine with Randlett’s own reminiscences. McCue also contributes an essay on Randlett’s life and professional career. 183 pages. UPAl 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00

Item #6886248

$5.95

**LUCIEN HERVE: Building Images.** By Olivier Beer. Features more than one hundred of Herve’s photographs in every genre, and celebrates his work as an artist, creating images that serve not simply as records but as works of a singular imagination. 224 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $65.00

Item #6781291

$11.95

I WRITE TO TELL YOU OF A BABY BOY BORN ONLY YESTERDAY... By David Eustace. This first ever retrospective of photographer David Eustace’s work is an eclectic mix of portraiture, landscape, and social observation. From photos of Si Paul McCartney to stunning images of Yosemite, this lavish volume will captivate and amaze in equal measure. Clearview Books. 11½x14½. Pub. at $100.00

Item #6754252

$19.95

**LIGHTING AND FLOW POSING.** Techniques for Boudoir Photography. By Jodi Lynn Maxwell. Maxwell shows the simple lighting and relaxed flow posing can boost clients’ confidence. She covers every step of the process to create images that celebrate women’s power, beauty, and sensuality, from clothing selection and set design to post-production and sales. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

Item #6744488

$17.95

**SEEN IS BELIEVING: The Politics of the Visual.** By Rod Stoneman. Explores the complex and reciprocal dynamic between world and image in this most visually mediated society. In a world saturated with media we act as though we are immune to their effects, and in this volume Stoneman investigates the politics of visual communication. Well illus., many in color. 192 pages. Black Dog Publishing. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Item #6564450

$8.95

**JETER UNFILTERED.** By Derek Jeter with A. Bozza. Celebrate the legacy of one of the legends of the game with a collection of never before published images, taken over the course of Derek’s final season. These intimate shots take us behind the scenes–inside his home, at the stadium, working out, and more–as he looks back with candor and gratitude at his career. 255 pages. Gallery. 7x9½x. Pub. at $28.00

Item #4596323

$5.95

**WAY OUT WEST: Images of the American Ranch.** By Charlie Seemann. Captures in stunning photographs the moments in the ranching culture in the Western states during the Great Depression and in the years leading up to World War II. 159 pages. TwoOct. 8x8½. Pub. at $24.95

Item #6664377

$17.95

**PORTOBELLO ROAD: The Early Sixties By John Petty.** A collection of photographs taken over three years in the early Sixties. Providing a welcome touch of color to the otherwise drabness and neglect surrounding Portobello Road. A continuing legacy is well documented in several memorable pictures. Antique Collectors Club. 9¼x7½. Pub. at $19.95

Item #5988339

$7.95

**SOLDIERS & SUFFRAGETTES: The Photography of Christina Broom.** By Anna Sparham et al. Published in 1903, the self-taught novice Christina Broom turned to photography as a business venture to support her family. She would become Britain’s acknowledged pioneer woman press photographer. Sharing her remarkable work and her personal journey, this volume is an important look at the woman behind the lens.


Item #9553464

PRICE CUT to $5.95

---

**HORSE RACING.** By Arthur Frank. Contains 168 photographs that capture the beauty and excitement of one of the world’s most popular sports by depicting the development of thoroughbred race horses from their days as foals, through their training sessions, and then to the track. Fully illus., many in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $39.99

Item #6932843

$6.95

**JETER UNFILTERED.** By Derek Jeter with A. Bozza. Celebrate the legacy of one of the legends of the game with a collection of never before published images, taken over the course of Derek’s final season. These intimate shots take us behind the scenes–inside his home, at the stadium, working out, and more–as he looks back with candor and gratitude at his career. 255 pages. Gallery. 7x9½x. Pub. at $28.00

Item #4596323

$5.95

**WAY OUT WEST: Images of the American Ranch.** By Charlie Seemann. Captures in stunning photographs the moments in the ranching culture in the Western states during the Great Depression and in the years leading up to World War II. 159 pages. TwoOct. 8x8½. Pub. at $24.95

Item #6664377

$17.95

**PORTOBELLO ROAD: The Early Sixties.** By John Petty. A collection of photographs taken over three years in the early Sixties. Providing a welcome touch of color to the otherwise drabness and neglect surrounding Portobello Road. A continuing legacy is well documented in several memorable pictures. Antique Collectors Club. 9¼x7½. Pub. at $19.95

Item #5988339

$7.95

**SOLDIERS & SUFFRAGETTES: The Photography of Christina Broom.** By Anna Sparham et al. Published in 1903, the self-taught novice Christina Broom turned to photography as a business venture to support her family. She would become Britain’s acknowledged pioneer woman press photographer. Sharing her remarkable work and her personal journey, this volume is an important look at the woman behind the lens.


Item #9553464

PRICE CUT to $5.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#2811988</td>
<td>BRUCE LEE: The Authorized Visual History</td>
<td>By Steve Kerridge</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Carlton</td>
<td>9½x11½</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2789191</td>
<td>THE WEST</td>
<td>By Richard Phibbs</td>
<td>10x12</td>
<td>Chartwell</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6625088</td>
<td>FIDEL CASTRO: An Intimate Portrait</td>
<td>By Alex Castro, Castro’s son, Alex, utilizing a full array of photographs, provides testimony of the recent years in the life of the former president of Cuba. He depicts his untiring revolutionary labors, and readiness to receive visits of friends, among them heads of state and international cultural and political leaders.</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Abrams</td>
<td>9¾x14¼</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6577113</td>
<td>THIS IS WAR: Witness to Man’s Destruction</td>
<td>By Abbie Caplin</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Hudson</td>
<td>11x9½</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2998564</td>
<td>A WINDOW ON AFRICA: Ethiopian Portraits</td>
<td>By Hans Silvester</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Hudson</td>
<td>9¾x11½</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6618545</td>
<td>STONE: A Substantial Witness</td>
<td>The photographic images presented in this stunning volume intimately capture the enduring quality and varied uses of stone across time, geography, and diverse historical cultures. The chosen medium for mankind’s expression of eternal truths provides a worthy subject of the photographer’s art. 134 pages.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Hudson</td>
<td>10x10</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6668194</td>
<td>BOWIE UNSEEN: Portraits of an Artist as a Young Man</td>
<td>By Gerald Saman</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Hudson</td>
<td>9½x6½</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6669030</td>
<td>HARVEY CAPLIN’S REAL COWBYS &amp; THE OLD WEST</td>
<td>By Abbie Caplin</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Hudson</td>
<td>11x9½</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2847493</td>
<td>AFTERWARDS: Contemporary Photography Confronting the Past</td>
<td>By Nathalie Hershdorfer</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Hudson</td>
<td>11x9½</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Celebrity & Fashion Photography**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#6904289</td>
<td>JOHN LENNON: The New York Years</td>
<td>By Bob Gruen</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Abrams</td>
<td>11x9½</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6577113</td>
<td>THIS IS WAR: Witness to Man’s Destruction</td>
<td>By Abbie Caplin</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Hudson</td>
<td>11x9½</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Photo Journalism & Essays**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#6659394</td>
<td>GOODNIGHT BABY: Lullabies of Peace &amp; Love Filled with stunning newborn photography, with each photo accompanied by a lullaby, this little volume is something every new parent needs.</td>
<td>By Abbie Caplin</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Hudson</td>
<td>10x10</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6600085</td>
<td>THIS IS WAR: Witness to Man’s Destruction Through Saman’s photography we see his personal witness to the terrifying impact of war, the truth of what it means to live with conflict. 100 pages.</td>
<td>9½x6½</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**CHANGING DREAMS: A Generation of Oaxaca’s Woodcarvers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#6819737</td>
<td>THE SCENT OF A DREAM: Travels in the World of Coffee</td>
<td>A remarkable survey that documents traditional methods of sustainable coffee farming across the globe, revealing rituals deeply steeped in history and pride. Spanning nearly a decade of research into the hidden world of coffee, it highlights relationships characterized by respect, fair exchange and a shared understanding that improving quality has the power to improve lives. Fully illus. 320 pages. 9½x14¼</td>
<td></td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**IMAGES OF WALES FROM A DECADE OF CHANGE: The 1970s by Richard Gaunt.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#6818862</td>
<td>IMAGES OF WALES FROM A DECADE OF CHANGE: The 1970s</td>
<td>By Richard Gaunt.</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>Fonthill</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Afterword:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#277173X</td>
<td>Item #277173X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Photo Tours

**PORTRAIT OF LONG ISLAND: The North Fork and the Hamptons**
Captures in beautiful photographs the spirit of both the North and South Forks—where Long Island splits into two long strips of land about forty miles long—each with its own distinct character and topography. Rocky coastline, calm waters, fields, wetlands, contemporary houses and modest shingled cottages are all superbly presented in this volume. 240 pages. Monacelli. 9x7. Pub. at $25.00

Item #6802915 $7.95

**NYC STREET PHOTOGRAPHY...IT'S THE JOINT**
By B. Nobili & R. Powell. A collection of ten of New York’s most prolific street photographers today, with their photography telling the stories from every corner of the city from the early ’80s to now—capturing the soul of New York from grime to glitter. 128 pages. Dokument. 7x9¾. Pub. at $29.95

Item #6785386 $24.95

**IRON: Erecting the Walt Disney Concert Hall**
By Gil Garcetti. Given unparalleled free access to the site, photographer Gil Garcetti captured the construction of the Walt Disney Concert Hall, designed by Frank O. Gehry. Moving black and white portraits of workers celebrate the artistry of design and the romantic ideal of American industry. 143 pages. Balcony Press. 9x11½. Pub. at $29.95

Item #360098X $3.95

**LIGHTING THE NUDE, REVISED EDITION: Top Photographers Reveal Their Secrets**
By Roger Hicks et al. One of the enduring recommendations for photographers of all levels to explore the nuances of lighting. Now updated for the digital age, this guide offers a behind the scenes look at how some of today’s top photographers sculpt light across the human form to create stunning, unforgettable images. Adults only. Well illus. Most color. 384 pages. Applause. 7½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

Item #2997606 $6.95

**FOUR THIRDS & MICRO FOUR THIRDS: The Expanded Guide By David Taylor.**
Examines the groundbreaking Four Thirds and Micro Four Thirds systems in a detailed guide for all serious photographers. This manual includes analysis of 32 digital cameras in the Four Thirds and Micro Four Thirds ranges. Gives guidance on choosing and buying a camera, tips on techniques, camera care and more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Ammonite. 5¼x7. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

Item #6966487 $5.95

**SONY SLT-A77: The Expanded Guide By David Taylor.**
Gives an authoritative guide on how to achieve the best results from Sony’s versatile and feature packed digital SLR camera. Includes step by step instructions for basic and advanced functions. With guidance on exposure, lighting, camera care and more. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Ammonite. 5¼x7. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

Item #6966632 $3.95

**BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO PHOTOGRAPHY: No Jargon—Just Great Photos**
By Haje Jan Kamps. This easy guide will help you turn everyday snapshots into great pictures that you’ll want to keep and share. By showing you the basics, you’ll acquire an understanding of how your camera works, and the few simple tricks that make photo work, then you’ll be able to shoot with confidence either with your phone or camera. Full color. In color. 176 pages. ILEX. 7½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #5747275 $6.95

**THE SHEPHERD’S VIEW: Modern Photographs from an Ancient Landscape**
By James Rebanks. A breathtaking collection of photography and wisdom chronicling an ancient way of living. The English Lake District comes into full focus; the sheep competitions of spring, the sweeping pastures of summer, beloved sheep dogs in the fall, and the harsh snows of winter. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $24.99

Item #6709478 $7.95

**BURGUNDY: Art, Architecture, Landscape**
Conveys in narrative and in beautiful images the phenomenon that is Burgundy in all its multiplicity: its palpably intense atmosphere, its enchanting landscapes, and its art and architecture, bringing the history of this unique place to life. Fully illus. in color. 380 pages. R. Ulmann. 8⅛x10¼. Pub. at $29.99

Item #6715296 $21.95

**THE SHERIFF’S VIEW**
By Ken Paulsen. Tour the back roads of Vermont during autumn with this stunning collection of photos, when hues of red, orange, and yellow leaves cover the landscape. View village scenes, waterfalls, covered bridges, pastoral images and historic structures cloaked in autumn splendor. 96 pages. Schiffer. 9⅞x12. Pub. at $29.95

Item #6644776 $14.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6575059</td>
<td>AMORYS AND CLEOPES By John Metham. The late medieval poem of tragic romance is brought to a wider audience with this edition, featuring a contextualizing introduction, extensive notes, and detailed glossary. Presented in its original Middle English, 142 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95</td>
<td>Item #6575059</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6579191</td>
<td>THE TRIALS AND JOYS OF MARRIAGE Ed. by Eve Salisbury. Linked by the theme of marriage, the many works presented in this anthology bridge generic categories (satire, fabliaux, secular lyrics, didactic treatises, homiletic matter) and range from the late 13th century to the emergence of the English Renaissance in the late 15 and early 16th centuries. Presented in the original Middle English. 276 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>Item #6579191</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6590884</td>
<td>GREEK LYRIC POETRY: A New Translation By Sherid Santos. Arranged in four periods, this collection features works by such ancient masters as Xenophanes, the biting satirist; Simonides, Greece’s first national poet and the originator of mimesonics; Archilochus, the first poet to construct entire poems around the topographical particulars of his own life; and the incomparable Sappho. 201 pages.</td>
<td>Item #6590884</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6825427</td>
<td>SELECTED POEMS By John Updike. Features 129 witty and intimate poems that when read together, in the order of their composition, take on the quality of an unfolding verse-diary. These selected poems are a celebration of American life in the second half of the twentieth century. 287 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td>Item #6825427</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>685498X</td>
<td>POEMS IN THE MANNER OF By David Lehman. A valuable resource for creative writers, these are poems of wit and humor, and also deep emotion and clear intelligence, informed by Lehman’s genuine and knowledgeable love of poetry and literature. 143 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00</td>
<td>Item #685498X</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6826342</td>
<td>PIERS PLOWMAN: The A Version Ed. by Miceal F. Vaughan. Following the character Will on his quest for the true Christian life, this three-dream narrative that makes up this medieval work address a number of pressing political, social, moral, and educational issues of the late Middle Ages. 196 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00</td>
<td>Item #6826342</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6826573</td>
<td>THE DEATH OF KING ARTHUR By Simon Armitage. Set against the majestic backdrop of a medieval Britain, this classic poem is a narrowing account of the Round Table’s darkest and bloodiest hours. Armitage’s new translation promises to become the definitive edition of this enchanting text for generations to come. 301 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td>Item #6826573</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>684958X</td>
<td>XAIPE By E.E. Cummings. This collection, which first appeared in 1950, contains some of E.E. Cummings’ finest work. Fresh and candid, earthy, tender and romantic, Cummings’s poems celebrate the uniqueness of each individual and the exuberant power of love. 78 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td>Item #684958X</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6853338</td>
<td>WALT WHITMAN: Complete Poetry and Collected Prose Ed. by Justin Kaplan. Contains The Leaves of Grass in exactly the form in which it appeared in 1855, followed by its culminating edition of 1891 to 1892, this edition of The Leaves of Grass supervised by Whitman himself just before his death, along with his complete prose works. Includes ribbon bookmark. 1380 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00</td>
<td>Item #6853338</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6854599</td>
<td>NEW COLLECTED POEMS By Marianne Moore. This fully annotated and comprehensive edition presents Moore’s work in its entirety, and allows readers to experience the full force of these dazzling pieces as the author originally made them. This absorbing volume affirms Moore’s central presence in the pantheon of American letters. 453 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td>Item #6854599</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2807556</td>
<td>GROUND WORK: Before the War/In the Dark By Robert Duncan. Originally published in 1964 and 1968 as Ground Work: Before the War and Ground Work: In the Dark, respectively, revealing Duncan’s single-mindedness in his poetry. 272 pages. New Directions. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>Item #2807556</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6863338</td>
<td>GREEK LYRIC POETRY: A New Translation By Sherid Santos. Arranged in four periods, this collection features works by such ancient masters as Xenophanes, the biting satirist; Simonides, Greece’s first national poet and the originator of mimesonics; Archilochus, the first poet to construct entire poems around the topographical particulars of his own life; and the incomparable Sappho. 201 pages.</td>
<td>Item #6863338</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4573919</td>
<td>THE TRAITS OF RODAM Unfinished English By Andrew态势.</td>
<td>Item #4573919</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4575059</td>
<td>MIDDLE ENGLISH LAMIAN LyrIcS Ed. by Karen Sauge. Exemplifying the rich tradition of Marian devotion as expressed in lyrical Middle English, these Christian poems celebrate the figure of Mary and relate iconic moments from her life with Christ. A contextualizing introduction, notes, and appendices make this edition perfect for the classroom. 298 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>Item #4575059</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4575245</td>
<td>PSEUDLOMAN: The A Version Ed. by Miceal F. Vaughan. Following the character Will on his quest for the true Christian life, this three-dream narrative that makes up this medieval work address a number of pressing political, social, moral, and educational issues of the late Middle Ages. 196 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00</td>
<td>Item #4575245</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TROY BOOK: Selections By John Lydgate.
One of the most ambitious attempts in medieval vernacular poetry to recount the story of the Trojan War and Troy’s tragic downfall, Lydgate’s epic of Middle English poetry is presented in this classroom friendly edition, featuring an extensive introduction, copious notes, and a glossary. 430 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95
Item #4575237 $3.95

THE PALIS OF HONOUR By Gavin Douglas.
Provides a student’s introduction to Gavin Douglas’s fascinating yet neglected poem of early 16th-century Scotland, presented in its original Middle English alongside explanatory notes, a new introduction, and an extensive glossary. 140 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Item #4574192 $5.95

THE CHAUCERIAN APOCRYPHA Ed. by Kathleen Foom. Noted not only for their association with Chaucer but also as representative works of vernacular poetry from the late medieval period, these pieces are given a new academic audience with this edition, featuring a new introduction, explanatory and textual notes, and more. Presented in its original Middle English.

Item #4574001 $4.95

PEARL: A New Verse Translation By Simon Armitage. Believed to have been penned by the same author who wrote Sir Gawain and housed in the same original fourteenth-century manuscript, this work is reimagined here with Armitage’s characteristic flair in the alliterative music of the original text. 153 pages. Liverton. Pub. at $24.95
Item #4580685 $4.95

ROME: Poems By Doretha Laskey. In this collection of high lyricism Lasky fuses the ancient world with all its grandiosity and power, with the fierceness and heartbeat of our everyday world, where sometimes all a poet can do is to carry her line like a weapon in an awful blood sport. 141 pages. Liverton. Pub. at $23.95
Item #4575199 $4.95

JOHN ASHBERY: Collected Poems 1956-1987 Ed. by Mark Ford. This first volume of the collected Ashbery works includes the texts of his first twelve books: Some Trees, Rivers and Mountains, The Double Dream of Spring, Three Poems, The Vermont Notebook, Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror, Houseboat Days, As We Know, Shadow Train, and April Galleons. Also includes more than 60 previously uncollected poems. Includes ribbon bookmark. 1046 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00
Item #4574842 $24.95

Item #4573994 $4.95

Item #4573997 $2.95

TEN BOURDES Ed. by Melissa M. Furrow. Originally published as part of Ten Fifteenth-Century Comic Poems in 1985, these ten English boures (comedic poems with moral themes) are here made available to students and scholarly researchers. They are presented in their original Middle English, with introductions, notes, and more. 275 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
Item #4575199 $5.95

THE ASSEMBLY OF GODS Ed. by Jane Chance. The 16th-century poet, notable for its mixture of classical and Christian sources, is made accessible to a new audience with this edition, featuring an introduction that explains cultural and linguistic context, extensive notes and a detailed glossary. Presented in its original Middle English. 155 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #4575199 $4.95

A SILVER LINING By Sarah Louise Persson. Persson’s love for her two sons, her friends and Mother Nature are clear, as her poetry gets to the heart of what really matters in life. This collection “reflects the good that came from the bad.” 109 pages. Austin Macauley. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
Item #4575824 $9.95

AMERICAN BUSBOY By Matthew Guenette. With a sly mix of metaphor and sleight of word, Guenette conveys the gritty reality and surreal incidents that make up life in the food service industry, especially when you’re on the bottom of the hierarchy. 77 pages. University of Akron. Pub. at $49.95
Item #5913810 $9.95

THE REGIMENT OF PRINCES By Thomas Hoccleve. Written in the early 15th century, when England was still experiencing the consequences of Richard II’s deposition, Hoccleve’s poem is addressed to a prince on the subject of his governance. It is presented here in its original Middle English, alongside a new introduction and array of explanatory and textual notes. 278 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item #4575210 $3.95

LYBEAUS DESCONUS Ed. by E. Salisbury & J. Weldon. A medieval tale about a handsome and mysterious young outsider who comes to the Arthurian court to prove himself worthy of the subject of his governance. It is presented here in its original Middle English, alongside a new introduction and array of explanatory and textual notes. 211 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #4574303 $4.95

Item #4574125 $5.95

Item #4574060 $5.95

Item #4574036 $5.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6978955</td>
<td>EVERYMAN AND MEDIEVAL MIRACLE PLAYS</td>
<td>Ed. by A.C. Cawley</td>
<td>Plays were a popular form of entertainment throughout the Middle Ages, and part of the poetic and dramatic tradition in which Shakespeare drew. This play which premiered in 1516, and the author is unknown, is one of the classic morality plays.</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Orion</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6651372</td>
<td>THE ART OF FACT: A Historical Anthology of Literary Journalism</td>
<td>Ed. by K. Kerrane &amp; B. Yagoda</td>
<td>From large public events (Jimmy Breslin on the funeral of JFK) to small private moments (Gary Smith on the struggles of a Native American basketball player), this wide-ranging literary collection offers the double pleasure of true stories artfully told.</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>S&amp;S Paperbound</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6863806</td>
<td>FIRES: Essays, Poems, Stories</td>
<td>By Raymond Carver</td>
<td>Featuring four essays, including a moving memoir of his father’s working life in the saw-mills of the Pacific Northwest, this is the best introduction to the full range and humanity of Carver’s writing. Includes fifty poems; and seven short stories.</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Vintage Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6863806</td>
<td>FIRES: Essays, Poems, Stories</td>
<td>By Raymond Carver</td>
<td>Featuring four essays, including a moving memoir of his father’s working life in the saw-mills of the Pacific Northwest, this is the best introduction to the full range and humanity of Carver’s writing. Includes fifty poems; and seven short stories.</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Vintage Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6978955</td>
<td>EVERYMAN AND MEDIEVAL MIRACLE PLAYS</td>
<td>Ed. by A.C. Cawley</td>
<td>Plays were a popular form of entertainment throughout the Middle Ages, and part of the poetic and dramatic tradition in which Shakespeare drew. This play which premiered in 1516, and the author is unknown, is one of the classic morality plays.</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Orion</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6651372</td>
<td>THE ART OF FACT: A Historical Anthology of Literary Journalism</td>
<td>Ed. by K. Kerrane &amp; B. Yagoda</td>
<td>From large public events (Jimmy Breslin on the funeral of JFK) to small private moments (Gary Smith on the struggles of a Native American basketball player), this wide-ranging literary collection offers the double pleasure of true stories artfully told.</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>S&amp;S Paperbound</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6863806</td>
<td>FIRES: Essays, Poems, Stories</td>
<td>By Raymond Carver</td>
<td>Featuring four essays, including a moving memoir of his father’s working life in the saw-mills of the Pacific Northwest, this is the best introduction to the full range and humanity of Carver’s writing. Includes fifty poems; and seven short stories.</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Vintage Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Pages</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I AM SORRY TO THINK I HAVE RAISED A TIMID SON</td>
<td>Kent Russell</td>
<td>284 pages</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE THREE BATTLES OF WANAT: And Other True Stories</td>
<td>Mark Bowden</td>
<td>474 pages</td>
<td>Grove</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSTAIRS AT THE STRAND</td>
<td>J. Strand &amp; A. Aguilar</td>
<td>278 pages</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOICES OF ITALIAN AMERICA: A History of Early Italian American Literature with a Critical Anthology</td>
<td>Martino Marazzi</td>
<td>329 pages</td>
<td>Fordham</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Doctor Stories</td>
<td>William Carlos Williams</td>
<td>142 pages</td>
<td>Fordham</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*SILENT SPRING &amp; OTHER WRITINGS ON THE ENVIRONMENT</td>
<td>Rachel Carson</td>
<td>546 pages</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL: Illuminating Words for the Long Night’s Journey into Day</td>
<td>Phlip Co irneau</td>
<td>142 pages</td>
<td>Viva</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVE AND OTHER WAYS OF DYING</td>
<td>Michael Paterniti</td>
<td>437 pages</td>
<td>Dial</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DEVIL AND DAVE CHAPPELLE &amp; OTHER ESSAYS</td>
<td>William Jelani Cobb</td>
<td>319 pages</td>
<td>Thunder’s Mouth</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOICES OF ITALIAN AMERICA: A History of Early Italian American Literature with a Critical Anthology</td>
<td>Martino Marazzi</td>
<td>329 pages</td>
<td>Fordham</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAGO: The Strategies of Evil</td>
<td>Harold Bloom</td>
<td>100 pages</td>
<td>Plume</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAME AND WONDER: Essays by David Searcy</td>
<td></td>
<td>133 pages</td>
<td>Scribner</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAKESPEARE BASICS FOR GROWN-UPS: Everything You Need to Know About the Bard</td>
<td>E. Foley &amp; B. Coates</td>
<td>26 pages</td>
<td>Prager</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS SHAKESPEARE DEAD?/1601</td>
<td>Mark Twain</td>
<td>147 pages</td>
<td>Alma</td>
<td>$9.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAKES: An Anthology of Pseudo-Interviews, Faux-Lectures, Quasi-Letters, Found Texts, and Other Fraudulent Artifacts</td>
<td>D. Shields &amp; M. Vollmer</td>
<td>361 pages</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library of America</td>
<td></td>
<td>815 pages</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSTAIRS AT THE STRAND</td>
<td>J. Strand &amp; A. Aguilar</td>
<td>278 pages</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILD DREAMS: The Best of Italian Americana</td>
<td>C.B. Albright &amp; J.C. Herman</td>
<td>474 pages</td>
<td>Grove</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JANE BOWLES: Collected Writings</td>
<td>Millicent Dillon</td>
<td>133 letters</td>
<td>Adams</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DOCTOR STORIES</td>
<td>William Carlos Williams</td>
<td>142 pages</td>
<td>Fordham</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAME AND WONDER: Essays by David Searcy</td>
<td></td>
<td>133 letters</td>
<td>Bowles</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAKESPEARE BASICS FOR GROWN-UPS: Everything You Need to Know About the Bard</td>
<td>E. Foley &amp; B. Coates</td>
<td>26 pages</td>
<td>Prager</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAGO: The Strategies of Evil</td>
<td>Harold Bloom</td>
<td>100 pages</td>
<td>Plume</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAME AND WONDER: Essays by David Searcy</td>
<td></td>
<td>133 letters</td>
<td>Bowles</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These items are from a selection of books and are not exhaustive. Prices and availability may vary.**
WHO WROTE SHAKESPEARE’S PLAYS?


$5.95

NAMING THY NAME: Cross Talk in Shakespeare’s Sonnets

By Elaine Scarry. Synthesizing textual analysis, literary criticism, and historiography, Scarry probes the most enigmatic and enduring love poems ever written in the English language to reveal two poets in conversation—in love, speaking and listening, writing and writing back. 291 pages. FSU. Pub. at $27.00.

$4.95

BOOKS TO DIE FOR: The World’s Greatest Mystery Writers on the World’s Greatest Mystery Novels

Ed. by J. Connolly & D. Burke. The leading voices in the genre come together to champion the greatest mystery novels ever written, from must-read classics to little-known hidden gems. Modern masters like Lee Child, Elmore Leonard and Michael O’Connelly discuss works by Edgar Allan Poe, John le Caire and countless others. 537 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $17.90.

$4.95

SO WE READ ON: How The Great Gatsby Came to Be and Why It Endures

By Maureen Corrigan. With rigor, wit, and infectious enthusiasm, the Fresh Air book critic investigates the enduring power of The Great Gatsby, cutting to the heart of why we are, as a culture, “borne back ceaselessly” into its thrall. 342 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00.

$4.95

HYPN ROTOMACHIA POLIPHILI: The Strife of Love in a Dream

By Francesco Colonna. First published in 1499, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili has been called the first stream-of-consciousness novel, and is one of the most important documents of Renaissance imagination and fantasy. 476 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

$3.95

THE TRAVELER, THE TOWER, AND THE WORM

By Alberto Manguel. Charts the ways in which literary characters and their interpretations reflect shifting attitudes toward readers and reading. Along the way he finds certain recurrent notions on the role of the intellectual. Illus. 141 pages. UPA. Pub. at $27.50.

$5.95

THE BATTLES OF TOLKIEN

By David Day. Brings together ten versions of a popular Chinese Legend brings together ten versions of a popular Chinese Legend that has intrigued readers and listeners for hundreds of years. Elements of the story date back to the early centuries BC and are an intrinsic part of Chinese literary history. 295 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $30.00.

$2.95

IS HEATHCLIFF A MURDERER? Puzzles in Nineteenth-Century Fiction

By John Sutherland. Sutherland, a self-proclaimed literary sluth, regales fans of 19th-century fiction with the anomalies and conundrums that have emerged from his years of close reading and good-natured pedantry. Delightful and provocative in equal measure, it is a must-read for classic fiction devotees.


$11.95

SOUL SHAKESPEARE'S WINDOW INTO THE

By Edmund White. Blending memoir and literary criticism, this volume is a compendium of all the ways reading has shaped White’s life and work. His larger-than-life presence on the literary scene lends itself to fascinating, intimate insights into the lives of some of the world’s best-loved cultural figures. 225 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00.

$4.95

THE UNPUNISHED VICE: A Life of Reading

By Edmund White. Blending memoir and literary criticism, this volume is a compendium of all the ways reading has shaped White’s life and work. His larger-than-life presence on the literary scene lends itself to fascinating, intimate insights into the lives of some of the world’s best-loved cultural figures. 225 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00.

$6.95

BOOKS TO DIE FOR: The World’s Greatest Mystery Writers on the World’s Greatest Mystery Novels

Ed. by J. Connolly & D. Burke. The leading voices in the genre come together to champion the greatest mystery novels ever written, from must-read classics to little-known hidden gems. Modern masters like Lee Child, Elmore Leonard and Michael O’Connelly discuss works by Edgar Allan Poe, John le Caire and countless others. 537 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $17.90.

$4.95

LITTLE GREY CELLS: The Quotable Poirot

By Agatha Christie. Agatha Christie’s famous Belgian detective solved some of the world’s most puzzling crimes using only his “little grey cells.” Now, in his own words, discover the man behind the moustache, and the wit and wisdom of the Queen of Crime who created him. Includes an exclusive essay by Agatha Christie on her love/hate relationship with her most famous creation. 153 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99.

$4.95

CHECK THESE OUT

By Gina Sheridan. Reveals a wide range of extraordinary yet uncommon stories that will completely change the way you view the world. After each suggestion, Sheridan offers an insightful summary as well as surprising details about the book or author that will make you laugh a little, cry a little, or think a little. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

$2.95

HOPEWORTHOTAMA POLIPHILI: The Strife of Love in a Dream

By Francesco Colonna. First published in 1499, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili has been called the first stream-of-consciousness novel, and is one of the most important documents of Renaissance imagination and fantasy. 476 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

$3.95

THE TRAVELER, THE TOWER, AND THE WORM

By Alberto Manguel. Charts the ways in which literary characters and their interpretations reflect shifting attitudes toward readers and reading. Along the way he finds certain recurrent notions on the role of the intellectual. Illus. 141 pages. UPA. Pub. at $27.50.

$5.95

HYPN EROTO MACHIA P OLIP HILI: T he

GREAT WALL: Ten Versions of a Chinese


$2.95

SONG OF EXILE: The Enduring Mystery of Psalm 137


$11.95

SONG OF EXILE: The Enduring Mystery of Psalm 137


$11.95

MENG JIANGNU BRINGS DOWN THE GREAT WALL: Ten Versions of a Chinese Legend

Brings together ten versions of a popular Chinese Legend that has intrigued readers and listeners for hundreds of years. Elements of the story date back to the early centuries BC and are an intrinsic part of Chinese literary history. 295 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $30.00.

$2.95


By Joyce Boro. Presents the first modern edition of John Bourchier, Lord Berner’s translation of Diego de San Pedro’s Carcol de amor, a popular romance originally printed in 16th-century Spain. Includes an extensive analytical introduction; linguistic notes and commentary; and more. 203 pages. MRTS. Pub. at $12.00.

$3.95

THE CALM OF LOVE: A Critical Edition of

The first modern edition of John Bourchier, Lord Berner’s translation of Diego de San Pedro’s Carcel de amor, a popular romance originally printed in 16th-century Spain. Includes an extensive analytical introduction; linguistic notes and commentary; and more. 203 pages. MRTS. Pub. at $12.00.

$3.95

FREDRIC JAMESON: The Project of Dialectical Criticism

By Robert T. Tally, Jr. This title is both a comprehensive critical guide to Jameson’s theoretical project and itself a convincing argument for the power of dialectical criticism to aid in the understanding and perhaps changing world in the twenty-first century. 187 pages. Pluto. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00.

$7.95

FREDRIC JAMESON: The Project of Dialectical Criticism

By Robert T. Tally, Jr. This title is both a comprehensive critical guide to Jameson’s theoretical project and itself a convincing argument for the power of dialectical criticism to aid in the understanding and perhaps changing world in the twenty-first century. 187 pages. Pluto. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00.

$6.95
THE LEGENDS OF THE HOLY HARLOTS: Thais and Pelagia in Medieval Spanish Literature  By Andrew M. Berestost. The legends of Thais and Pelagia are two of the most controversial accounts of female sanctity to have circulated in Spain during the Middle Ages. Berestost provides an analysis of their origins, the development of their cults, their incorporation into Jacobus de Vragnes’s Legend aurea and more. 165 pages. Tamesis. Pub. at $30.00 Item #6691048 $9.95

RENAISSANCE FABLES: Aesopic Prose  By Leon Battista Alberti et al. An important genre of Renaissance literature was the philosophical Aesopic fable. Based on recent critical editions, this collection offers English translations of fables by Leon Battista Alberti, Bartolomeo Scala, Bernardino Baldi, and Leonardo da Vinci, plus introductions, bibliographies and more. 367 pages. MRTS. Pub. at $35.00 Item #6690666 $24.95

CAN JANE EYRE BE HAPPY? More Puzzles in Classic Fiction  By John Sutherland. In this follow-up to Is Heathcliff a Murderer?, Sutherland plays literary detective and investigates tantalizing conundrums from Daniel Defoe to Virginia Woolf. Each enigma in these pages will send readers back to their favorite works with a fresh appreciation of the complexities therein. 263 pages. Icon Books. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6731171 $11.95

ANCIENT RHETORIC FROM ARISTOTLE TO PHILOSTRATUS  Ed. by Thomas Habinek. Rhetoric, or the art of persuasion and speaking well, was the lifeblood of the classical world, whether in the courtroom, in politics or in ruling. This anthology brings together the most important ancient writings on the art of rhetoric from classical Greece and Rome. 305 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 Item #6587435 $9.95

WELL READ, WELL FED: A Year of Great Reads and Simple Dishes for Book Groups  By Marcia F. Brown. Most book groups start out as serious literary endeavors, and inevitably become monthly gatherings that are as much about sharing food, wine, and catching up, as the books that are read. This volume includes a themed list, short essays on books, plus tested recipes for healthy and simple sellers. Pub. at $15.95 Item #6593976 $4.95

THE PENGUIN GUIDE TO LITERATURE IN ENGLISH: Britain and Ireland  By R. Carter & J. McRae. Provides an illustrated introduction to the work of the most important writers and their historical background from the year 600 to the present day. It covers the works of novelists, dramatists and poets from Chaucer to Shakespeare, Austen to Dickens, right through to modern-day authors such as Ian Banks and Irvine Welsh. 263 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #678741X $13.95

SHERLOCK: The Facts and Fiction Behind the World’s Greatest Detective  By Martin Fido. Shines a light on the fictional life of literature’s most enduring detective, as well as the real life of its equally enigmatic creator. Along the way, Fido highlights Holmes’s greatest representations across various media, resulting in a fully-formed portrait of a mystery legend. 224 pages. Cartoon. Item #5939526 $5.95

JANE AUSTEN FOR BEGINNERS  By Robert G. Dryden. Guaranteed to foster a deeper appreciation and understanding of Austen’s stories and characters, this accessible guide explores the intentions and themes of iconic works from Pride and Prejudice to Sense and Sensibility. 170 pages. For Beginners. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6599737 $12.95

AESCHYLUS: Eumenides  By Robin Mitchell-Boyask. Provides an accessible introduction to this ancient tragedy. Discusses the main themes of the play and the central developments in modern criticism, while addressing the play’s historical context. Includes a guide to further reading, a glossary, and chronology. Eumenides is a drama that shows a growing awareness of the importance of free will. 157 pages. Duckworth. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 Item #65874912 $4.95

THE OLD ENGLISH HEXATEUCH: Aspects and Approaches  Ed. by R. Barnhouse & B.C. Withers. An 11th-century manuscript now housed in the British Library, the Illustrated Old English Hexateuch contains one of the first extended projects of translation of the Bible in a European vernacular. In these essays, scholars examine the historical Old English text from a variety of angles. 358 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperback. Item #6590783 $4.95

REDEEMING THE KAMASUTRA  By Wendy Doniger. This scholarly and superbly readable work restores the Kamasutra, the world’s most famous textbook of erotic love, to its proper place in the Sanskrit canon—as a sophisticated and surprisingly modern landmark of India’s secular literature. 182 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $24.95 Item #6711566 $5.95

POLYGAMY AND SUBLIME PASSION: Sexuality in China on the Verge of Modernity  By Keith McMahon. Introduces a new concept, “passive polygamy,” to explain the unusual number of Qing stories in which women take charge of a man’s desires, turning him into an instrument of female will. McMahon speculates on the changes polygamous sexuality underwent after the Qing dynasty ended. 216 pages. UHP. Pub. at $55.00 Item #6772463 $9.95

ORIENTALISM AND THE FIGURE OF THE JEW  By Jeffrey S. Librett. Proposes a new way of understanding modern German Orientalism in particular and modern Orientalism in general. To do so, Librett traces a path of modern Orientalist thought in German across crucial writings from the late 18th to the mid 20th centuries, 357 pages. Fordham. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 Item #5918316 $6.95

A LOCAL HABITATION AND A NAME: Imagining Histories in the Italian Renaissance  By Albert Russell Ascoli. Focusing on major authors and problems from the Italian 14th and 16th centuries, this study examines the unstable duality of “reality” and “imagination,” as well as of “history” and “literature.” Accol identifies and interprets the ways in which literary texts are shaped by and serve the purposes of multiple intertwined historical discourses and circumstances. 357 pages. Fordham. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00 Item #5902665 $5.95

ISN’T ALL THIS BLOODY? Ed. by Trevor Royle. Introduces a huge range of literary material by Scottish writers from 1914-1918, including poetry, prose, fiction, non-fiction, letters and articles. The result is a fascinating picture which shows how war affected not only those who fought at the front, but those at home. 307 pages. Birlinn. Item #6761232 $9.95

SOUNDSCAPES IN EARLY FRENCH LITERATURE  By Brigitte Cazelles. Offers a unique study of how sound is employed in a variety of Latin and early French works. Cazelles reveals how sound plays a much more crucial role in literature than we may have realized, and that noise actually has a textualuality that works from this period to the present day. 206 pages. MRTS. Pub. at $42.00 Item #6691099 $9.95

THE SHELF: From LEQ to LES  By Phyllis Rose. After a career of reading from syllabuses and writing about canonical books, Rose decided to read like an explorer. Casting herself into the wilderness of the library, she chose a shelf of fiction almost at random and read her way through it. The result is this spirited adventure in “Off-Road” or “Extreme” Reading. 271 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 Item #5960975 $9.95

EURIPIDES: Ion  By Laura Swift. Provides an accessible introduction to this ancient tragedy. Discusses the main themes of the play and the central developments in modern criticism, while addressing the play’s historical context. Includes a guide to further reading, a glossary, and chronology. This detailed study provides a literary interpretation of the play’s main themes. 127 pages. Duckworth. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 Item #5875137 $6.95
**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

**All Things Alice: The Wit, Wisdom and Wonder of Lewis Carroll**
By Linda Sunshine.
A gathering of incredible artwork, quotations, letters, recipes, puzzles, and games inspired by the works of Lewis Carroll. 352 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $29.95.
Item #6966075
$6.95

**Merlin and the Grail**
By Nigel Bryant. Translated here for the first time, this trilogy is a finely paced, vigorous piece of storytelling that provides an outstanding example of the essentially oral nature of early prose. 172 pages. D.S. Brewer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.
Item #6844002
$19.95

**MEDIEVALISM in a SONG of ICE & FIRE & GAME of THRONES**
By Shiloh Carroll. The author, the directors and producers of the adaptation, and indeed the fans of the books and show, all lay claim to Westeros, its setting, as representative of an authentic medieval world. But how true are these claims and is it even possible to faithfully represent a time so far removed from our own time and culture? The authorexplores these questions and more. 205 pages. D.S. Brewer. Pub. at $39.95.
Item #6844499
$24.95

**VICTORIAN PARABLES**
By Susan E. Colon. From Charles Dickens to Margaret Oliphant and Charlotte Yonge, Victorian authors drew upon the figures and plots of biblical parables for a variety of authoritative, interpretive, and subversive effects. This study explores how their novels, despite their length and complexity, can become parables in ways that imitate, interpret, and challenge their biblical sources. 158 pages. Continuum. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95.
Item #5712599
$7.95

**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

**Libertarians on the Prairie:** Laura Ingalls Wilder, Rose Wilder Lane, and the Making of the Little House Books
By Christine Woodside. Drawing on original manuscripts and letters, Woodside shows how Rose Wilder Lane reshaped her mother Laura Ingalls Wilder’s story into a series of heroic tales that rebutted the policies of the New Deal. By revealing the true story behind the beloved children’s classics, she effectively deconstructs an American myth. Photos. 259 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $19.95.
Item #6581110
$5.95

---

**Literary Studies & Criticism**

**The Making of the Literary Greats**
By Andrew C. Wise. The study examines how the literary greats, a group of fifty individuals, have been constructed, celebrating the ways that their lives and works have inspired new generations. 460 pages. Dartmouth. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00.
Item #6700594
$5.95

**Tolkien’s着作 The Towers of Bel Resurgam**
Item #6202227
$4.95

**William Blake: Early Years, 1757-1793**
By John Wright. This study explores the early years of William Blake’s life and work, focusing on his family, education, and early artistic development. 346 pages. Dartmouth. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00.
Item #7786389
$4.95

---

**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

**Wilde’s Women: How Oscar Wilde Was Shaped by the Women He Knew**
By Eleanor Fitzsimmons. Tells the story of the female family members, friends, and colleagues who traded wit with Wilde, who gave him access to vital publicity, and to whose ideas he gave expression through his social comedies. Photos. 372 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $32.50.
Item #6992649
$4.95

**The Legacy of Tolstoy:**
By Alexandra Tolstoy and the Soviet Regime in the 1920s
By Robert Crosskey. Drawing on extensive research in Russian archives, this study examines how her own father demonstrated his creative use of ancient texts for contemporary purposes. 322 pages. Classical Press of Wales. Pub. at $2.95.
Item #6967725
$6.95

---

**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

**Writers**
By Barry Gifford. In this house of mirrors, we are offered a unique perspective on this group of literary greats. We see their obsessions loom large—and none larger than a shared preoccupation with mortality. Gifford asks: What does it mean to devote oneself entirely to art? And as an artist, what defines success and failure? Illus. 125 pages. Seven Stories. Pub. at $18.00.
Item #6863274
$3.95

**A Tale in Two Cities:**
By Fanny Burney and Adele, Comtesse de Bologne By Brian Unwin. Provides a fresh and fascinating insight into some of the principal events and persons of one of the most seminal and turbulent periods of modern European history. Draws from the memoirs, journals, and diaries of two of the most remarkable female writers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 8 pages of photos, some in color. 259 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $45.00.
Item #6850872
$7.95

**Elizabeth Singer Rowe and the Development of the English Novel**
By Pauela R. Backscheider. This in-depth study of Rowe’s prose fiction relates her work to popular fiction by earlier writers as well as her contemporaries, revealing Rowe’s lasting influence on major movements like the politeness (or gentility) movement, the reading revolution, and the Bluestocking society. 303 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $50.00.
Item #8350017
$5.95

---

**Writer’s Guides**

**Crafting Novels & Short Stories: The Complete Guide to Writing Great Fiction**
By From the eds. of Writer’s Digest. Whether you are writing flash fiction, a short story, a novel, or an epic trilogy, you won’t come away with the tools you need for strong and effective storytelling. 356 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.
Item #2817055
$5.95

---

**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writer's Guides</th>
<th>Writer's Guides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WRITE YOUR NOVEL IN A MONTH</strong> By Jeff Gerke. With Jeff's help you will discover how to organize your ideas, create dynamic stories, develop characters, and flesh out the ideal narrative for your novel. He even explains what to do with your novel once you're done. 280 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. Item #2818426</td>
<td><strong>YOUR FIRST NOVEL, REVISED EDITION</strong> By Ann Rittenberg et al. Provides you with the skills needed to craft the best novel you can, and the business know-how to get it published. 311 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #2817276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAMN FINE STORY: Mastering the Tools of a Powerful Narrative</strong> By Chuck Wendig. Great storytelling is making readers care about your characters, the choices they make, and what happens to them. It's making your audience feel the tension and emotion of a situation right alongside your protagonist. This guide is full of examples about the art of storytelling, and how to write a fire story of your own. 232 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. Item #2817039</td>
<td><strong>THE KITE AND THE STRING</strong> By Alice Mattison. Drawing on her rich experience as an award-winning author and longtime teacher Alice Mattison shares her wisdom in this insightful guide to writing memoir. An inspiring call for creative risk taking, Mattison's thoughtful guide will make an indispensable addition to the shelves of writers at all levels. 234 pages. Viking. Pub. at $25.00. Item #6858066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRING YOUR FICTION TO LIFE</strong> By Karen S. Wiesner. Packed with story development charts, worksheets, and checklists, this guide will show you how to craft a vivid, remarkable story world that readers can truly experience. 264 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. Item #2817039</td>
<td><strong>★ JEFF HERMAN'S GUIDE TO BOOK PUBLISHERS, EDITORS &amp; LITERARY AGENTS, 26TH EDITION</strong> This guide reveals the names, interests, and contact information of hundreds of agents and editors. It reveals invaluable information about 245 publishers and imprints, and lists independent book editors who can help you make your work more publisher friendly. If you want to transform rejections into contracts, you need this guide. 529 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. Item #2804417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 WRITER'S MARKET, 96TH ANNUAL EDITION Ed. by Robert Lee Brewer. Get paid for your writing! This trusted resource will guide you through the process with thousands of publishing opportunities from book publishers to contests and awards to literary agents, plus an array of material devoted to the business and promotion of writing. 889 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. Item #6857294</td>
<td><strong>CREATING YOUR OWN MONOLOGUE, SECOND EDITION</strong> By Glenn Allenman. This popular guide shows beginning and experienced actors how to use their acting skills to write, rehearse, and perform successful audition monologues, performance art pieces, and one-person plays. The guide is organized in easy to follow steps with excerpts from critically acclaimed monologues. 232 pages. Allworth. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6974996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SECRETS OF STORY</strong> By Matt Bird. Provides comprehensive, audience-focused strategies for becoming a master storyteller. Armed with the “Ultimate Story Checklist,” you can improve every aspect of your fiction writing with incisive questions about concept; character; structure and plot; scene work; dialogue; tone; and theme. 360 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. Item #6858066</td>
<td><strong>HOW TO WRITE YOUR BEST STORY EVER</strong> By Christopher Edge. Everything you need to write your best story ever. Set the scene, create charismatic characters, find the perfect words, and wrap your story up with an exhilarating ending—all with the help of this essential guide. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. Item #6992544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2016 WRITER'S MARKET, 95TH ANNUAL EDITION</strong> Ed. by Robert Lee Brewer. Let this new edition guide you through the process of getting published with listings for thousands of book publishers, consumer and trade magazines, contests and awards, and literary agents. Also contains interviews, articles, and advice from top writers and instructors. 890 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. Item #596332X</td>
<td><strong>THE AFRICAN SVELTE: Ingenious Misspellings That Make Surprising Sense</strong> By Daniel Menaker. Through entertaining examples he has encountered over his decades-long career as a New Yorker editor and writer, Menaker shares his fascination with unintentionally meaningful spelling errors, from “wet your appetite” to “vocal chords” to “pus jewel.” Illus. 225 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00. Item #5906391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DO I MAKE MYSELF CLEAR? A Practical Guide to Writing Well in the Modern Age</strong> By Harold Evans. The right words are oxygen to our ideas, but the digital era— with its TTL, JVM, and WIT—has been cutting off that oxygen flow. Evans provides practical examples of how editing and rewriting can make for better communication, even in the digital age. 343 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6992544</td>
<td><strong>HOW TO WRITE YOUR BEST STORY EVER!</strong> By Christopher Edge. From the creator of the best-selling “How to Write Your Best Story Ever” comes a new, expanded edition that includes new insights on how to make your scenes and settings come alive, how to craft a memorable protagonist, how to create a compelling narrative arc, and so much more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. Item #6992544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE ESSENTIALS OF TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION</strong> By E. T. Beaubouef &amp; S. Dragla. Clearly and concisely highlights the basic rhetorical guidelines that will help you successfully get your message across in professional documents, including e-mails, letters, memos, technical reports, proposals, progress reports, instructions, websites, and oral presentations. 349 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $49.95. Item #6852168</td>
<td><strong>FIerce ON THE PAGE:战役 Your Final Story Ever</strong> By Sage Cohen. Discover how to transform your attitude and practices so you can unleash your creativity, overcome resistance, fear, and other obstacles; define success on your own terms; and become unstoppable in your evolution. 230 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #6852726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE STORY WITHIN: New Insights and Inspiration for Writers</strong> By Laura Oliver. In this inspirational guide, Oliver helps you find the vision and motivation to recognize, release, and write the real story inside you—the one that’s waiting to be told. You will discover guidance on finding your voice, creating compelling plots and characters and other skills to shape and smooth your story. 246 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6793207</td>
<td><strong>TELL IT SLANT, SECOND EDITION</strong> By B. Miller &amp; S. Paola. Take part in a cherished literary tradition with this revised and updated guide to creating, refining, and publishing creative nonfiction. Whether you are writing a memoir or researched essays, it offers intensive instruction, an abundance of writing exercises, and suggestions for further reading. 253 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00. Item #6777422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRST DRAFT IN 30 DAYS</strong> By Sage Cohen. Read, write, and finish your first novel—any first novel. With four distinct approaches based on the personal strategies of best-selling authors, this guide helps you turn your first draft into a book you can be proud of. 270 pages. Writer's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. Item #5966494</td>
<td><strong>MISSPELLINGS THAT MAKE SurPRISING Sense</strong> By Daniel Menaker. Through entertaining examples he has encountered over his decades-long career as a New Yorker editor and writer, Menaker shares his fascination with unintentionally meaningful spelling errors, from “wet your appetite” to “vocal chords” to “pus jewel.” Illus. 225 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00. Item #6852168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:** Prices and availability may vary. Check the publisher’s website for the most up-to-date information.
**ABOUT WORDS, WRITING & GRAMMAR**

**APOTHESE CATASTROPHE: And Other Grammatical Grumbles**
By Patrick C. Notchtree. The apostrophe causes more problems in the English language than any other aspect of grammar. Join the pedants as they revolt against the misuse of this essential piece of punctuation and with one simple rule: learn how to use the apostrophe correctly, once and for all. Illus. 160 pages. History Press. Pub. at $17.95.

**THE STORY AND LANGUAGE OF HERALDRY**
By Stephen Slater. An essential introduction to understanding and interpreting heraldry for novices, as well as a must-have source book and reference for experts. It is a fascinating guide to the medieval world in which heraldry thrived, the language it used and the elaborate system of coded messages it conveyed. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Southwater. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**BAD ENGLISH: A History of Linguistic Aggravation**
By Ammon Shaa. Presents an eye-opening look at language "mistakes" and how they came to be accepted as correct—or not. Lively, surprising, and delightfully readable, it features the stories of some of our most common words and phrases, from "literally" and "figuratively," to "JME" and "stupider." 255 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**AWAY WITH WORDS**

**CHINESE CHARACTERS: The Art and Meaning of Hanzi**

**FIFTY GREAT WAR FILMS**
By Tim Newark. From the 1916 classic Battle of the Somme to the 2014 blockbuster American Sniper, war films have captured the imaginations of audiences around the world. These compelling and timeless pieces of cinematography are the war memorials of a modern society and this volume celebrates 50 classic films from the last century of filmmaking. Fully illus. in color. 207 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $18.00.

By Richard San dor. Using original letters, scripts, memos, and other rare documents, Sandomir tells the behind the scenes story of how a classic was born. With insight and aplomb, this narrative paints a fascinating portrait of a bygone Hollywood era, a mourning widow with a dream, and the cast on one of the greatest sports films of all time. Photos. 293 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.
VON STERNBERG By John Baxter. With the collaboration of Josef von Sternberg’s son, Nicholas, and access to previously unavailable documents and archives in the United States, Europe, and Japan, Baxter has produced the first full-length portrait of the archetypal Hollywood renegade. 16 pages of photos. 310 pages. UPky. Pub. at $40.00 Item #575456 $5.95

HOLLYWOOD LEFT AND RIGHT: How Movie Stars Shaped American Politics By Steven J. Ross. Traces the intersection of Hollywood and political activism from the early 20th century to the present. More significantly, Ross challenges the commonly held belief that Hollywood has always been a bastion of liberalism. Illus. 500 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95 Item #578779 $6.95

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA: Masters of Cinema By Stéphanie Delorme. The oldest of the generation of “movie brats,” Francis Ford Coppola’s influential oeuvre includes the Godfather saga, Apocalypse Now, The Conversation and many more masterpieces. In this concise volume, Cahiers du cinema provides a lively and accessible introduction to the man and his movies. Well illus., some color. Phaidon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 Item #593538 $4.95

THE HOLLYWOOD BOOK OF DEATH: The Bizarre, Often Sordid, Passings of More Than 125 American Movie and TV Idols By James Robert Parish. Unearth the buried details of Hollywood’s dearly departed with this indispensable guide for every dedicated film buff. Organized by the type of death from Accidental to Suicide, it provides accounts of celebrities from John Barrymore to John Belushi. Photos. 413 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 Item #78051X $14.95

GEORGE LUCAS: Masters of Cinema By Karina Longworth. A producer, screenwriter and director who helped define the blockbuster era of the 1980s, George Lucas forever changed the landscape of big-budget filmmaking. Going beyond Star Wars and Indiana Jones, this Cahiers du cinema study provides an introduction to the life and work of this mold-breaking filmmaker. Well illus. in color. 103 pages. Phaidon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 Item #593570 $4.95


HOLLYWOOD AT PLAY: The Lives of the Stars Between Takes By Donovan Brandt et al. Iconic images of classic stars taking time out from the demands of celebrity to enjoy dancing, roller skating, bowling, and playing tennis—diversions that give them a chance to relax and be themselves. This delightful collection will appeal to classic movie fans and enthusiasts of Hollywood History. 264 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 Item #687597 $12.95

THE SCARLETT LETTERS: The Making of the Film Gone with the Wind Ed. by John Wiley Jr. A collection of more than 300 letters Margaret Mitchell, author of this classic American novel, wrote to fans and members of the film’s cast and crew about the making of the movie, its premiere, and its worldwide success. Includes correspondence with director George Cukor, cast members Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh, and many others. 32 pages of photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 Item #683537 $13.95

STARDUST MONUMENTS: The Saving and Selling of Hollywood By Alison Trope. In this engaging analysis Trope explores the tensions between art and commerce as they intersect in a range of nonprofit and for-profit institutions and products. This fascinating narrative details the ongoing struggle to champion and codify Hollywood’s legacy. Illus. 248 pages. Dartmouth. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 Item #786281 $4.95

RICHARD E. NORMAN AND RACE FILMMAKING By Barbara Tera Lupack. In the early 1990s, so-called race filmmakers set out to produce black-oriented pictures to counteract the racist caricatures that had dominated early cinema. Richard E. Norman, a southern-born white filmmaker, was one such pioneer. This volume offers a vibrant portrait of race in early cinema and how Norman helped to define early race filmmaking. 373 pages. HUP. Pub. at $35.00 Item #6958109 $4.95

FEMALE TROUBLE: A Queer Film Classic By Chris Holmliud. In this film, drag queen Divine stars as Dawn Davenport, a young troublemaker who runs away from home and embarks on a mind-bending journey in a world “where crime and beauty are the same.” Holmliud examines the film’s camp aesthetic and its position in the history of independent film. Photos, some in color. 231 pages. Arsenal Pulp. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 Item #6594190 $12.95

CLINT EASTWOOD: Masters of Cinema By Bernard Benoliel. After rising to stardom in films from The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly to Dirty Harry, Eastwood stepped behind the camera, bringing to fruition some of the greatest films of our time. Here, Cahiers du cinéma presents a lively and accessible introduction to Eastwood’s career as a director. Well illus., some color. 103 pages. Phaidon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 Item #5935003 $4.95

THE BRITISH HORROR FILM: From the First to the Final Sequel By The Kobal Collection. Features 99 of the most terrifying and iconic films from British cinema, including Hammer and Amicus and much more. 222 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $32.95 Item #8004937 $24.95

THE ART & MAKING OF HERCULES DVD By Todd Burleson. This easy-to-follow guide clearly explains green screen technology and shows, step-by-step, how to dream up and create professional-grade video effects. Twenty-five low-cost do-it-yourself projects include material lists, instructions, and photographs. 133 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item #7528884 $17.95

THE GREEN SCREEN MAKERSPACE PROJECT BOOK By Todd Burleson. This easy-to-follow guide clearly explains green screen technology and shows, step-by-step, how to dream up and create professional-grade video effects. Twenty-five low-cost do-it-yourself projects include material lists, instructions, and photographs. 133 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 Item #7655135 $14.95

FUNNY: Twenty-Five Years of Laughter from the Pixar Story Room Collects a curated selection of gags and story ideas from the last twenty-five years of filmmaking, from Toy Story to The Good Dinosaur, including iconic moments as well as inside jokes that never made it to the screen. Fully illus., some color. 168 pages. Chronicle. 9½x10¼. Pub. at $29.95 Item #5736455 $11.95

LIVING THE BRAVEHEART LIFE By Randall Wallner. The screenwriter of the Oscar-winning Braveheart shares the journey that led him to the film’s famous Scottish warrior. He reveals how the story of William Wallace changed his life and career, as well as the five character archetypes that most resonated with him: the Father, Teacher, Warrior, Sage, and Outlaw. 217 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 Item #584021X $4.95

99 WAYS TO DIE IN THE MOVIES By The Kobal Collection. Features 99 of the most spectacular, tragic, shocking and downright gruesome deaths in Hollywood history. Fully illus., most in color. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 Item #5848556 $11.95

THE ART & MAKING OF HERCULES DVD By Todd Burleson. Lavishly illustrated, this volume features more than 300 production photos, sketches, storyboards, pre-visualization stills, computer graphics, costume drawings, 3-D renderings, set decorations, digital photo compositions, Weta Workshop concept paintings and more! 176 pages. HarperCollins. 9½x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 Item #7528884 $17.95

CD HILARY CAINE MYSTERIES. Three shows are included on this CD, starring Karen Heaven as Hilary Caine. In A Reputation for Murder Hilary employs the methods of House, the Earl of Gadsby and Queen to solve the murder of a local minister. Blood Will Have Blood finds Hilary tipped off to a murder that hasn’t quite happened yet. The Moto of the SeaShark: A missing persons case takes an ugly turn and Hilary is on the job. GDL Multimedia.

THE WALKING DEAD CHRONICLES: The Official Companion Book by Paul Ruditis. Here is the only authorized guide to season one of AMC’s The Walking Dead, which tells the story of a sheriff’s deputy leading a band of survivors in a post-apocalyptic world overrun by the undead. Includes behind-the-scenes looks at storyboards, makeup, and comparison to the comic book the show is based upon. Well illus., most in color. 205 pages. Abrams. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME NINE: Radio Western Journey back in time and enjoy two classic Western radio stories: Fort Larabee: Playing Indian stars Raymond Burr as Lee Quince, a captain of cavalry at the now-famous Fort Larabee, on the Wyoming frontier. Frontier Town: Return to Dos Rios stars Jeff Chandler as Chad Remington, a two-fisted lawyer in the town of Dos Rios. GDL Multimedia.

CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME FIVE: Radio Comedy Journey back to a time when radio reigned supreme in the hearts and minds of most Americans. This two-CD set includes four classic broadcasts: Amon ’n Andy; Andy and the Kingfish Buy a Car; Fibber McGee & Molly; Election Officials; Dimension X: Almost a Million Dollars; and Dimension X: The Lost Race. This series, including six shows collected here on two CDs, called The Investigative Channel. There are stories for a struggling new cable network in which Mike Sanders is a producer and cinematographer. Photos. 294 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00.

DESERT ISLAND DISCS: Flotsam & Jetsam. This collection contains two CDs, each featuring a full disc of music and stories read by bedeuted NPR host and author John de Lancie, whose landmark series The Science Fiction Reader is featured here. This collection also includes interviews with the cast and crew of the series, and a special bonus CD of Behind the Scenes material. Transworld. 11¾x10½. Item #6843425.

THE SHERLOCK FILES: The Official Companion Book to the Hit Television Series. By Guy Adams. This companion to the PBS hit show covers the first two seasons in vivid detail. Each case is captured and re-examined through Dr. Watson’s blog, Inspector Lestrade’s police reports, and newspaper articles about the crimes. Also includes interviews with stars, writers, and co-creators of the show. Well illus., in color. 156 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME FOUR: Famous Guest Stars. This CD contains two entertaining famous guest star stories. Bud Abbott and Lou Costello perform Who’s on First? on The Andrews Sisters N-K Musical Show: Haley & Allen Show stars Fred Allen who was perhaps the most admired of all radio comics. GDL Multimedia.

CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME EIGHT: Radio Mystery Collects two radio shows of mystery and high tension from radio’s golden age. Lights Out was tucked away in an after midnight timeslot to protect youngsters from hearing it. The story included here is Lights Out: Battle of the Magicians. The second story is a missing persons case, The Case of the Impotent Corpse. GDL Multimedia.

CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME SIX: Comedy Collects two entertaining comedy stories from the golden age of radio. The Great Gildersleeve: Gildy Arrested as Car Thief. Yes, that’s right. Gildy; the Hal Roach in the successful comedy show that pioneered the popular sitcom format. The Adventures of Ozzy & Jackpot: ‘If It’s Not the World’s Most Famous Bus Driver, It’s Ex-Colt Escalante’ by Sarah Rodriguez. It’s a memoir of a woman who has proven that the lives of women are as important as those of men. Included here is Exactly Like You. Also includes music by the Pied Pipers, an interview with Mervyn LeRoy and much more. MVO Audio. Pub. at $7.99.

CD MICHAEL KINCAID THE STRANGSEEKER, VOLUME TWO. Michael Kincaid is a graduate of the tabloid world who digs up weird and otherworldly stories for a struggling new cable network called The Investigative Channel. There are six shows collected here on two CDs, including Appointment in Time, The Dobskby Engine; The Goblin Factory; A Dog Named Who; The Star Channel; and Final Chapter. GDL Multimedia.

MONSTER MOVES. By Carlo Massarella. Reveals amazing true stories and intrepid adventures from the international hit TV series, Monster Moves. Join teams of engineers from around the world as they battle seemingly impossible odds to transport supersize buildings, machines and vehicles. Includes DVD featuring two episodes from the hit TV series. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95.

THE POLITICS & POETICS OF BLACK FILM: Nothing but a Man. Ed. by D.C. Wall & M.T. Martin. To help synthesize and situate the film in the context of black film studies, the authors gather evidence from the history of black film making and from interviews with Robert M. Young, the film’s producer and cinematographer. Photos. 294 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00.


CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME SEVEN: Science Fiction Collects two science fiction adventures from a time when radio ruled the hearts and minds of America: Demention X: The Lost Race and Demention X: To the Future. Most of the stories of this show came from Astounding Science Fiction magazine and explored outer space for the first time. GDL Multimedia.

CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME ONE: Season One: By Sarah Rodriguez. It’s a memoir of a woman who has proven that the lives of women are as important as those of men. Included here is Exactly Like You. Also includes music by the Pied Pipers, an interview with Mervyn LeRoy and much more. MVO Audio. Pub. at $7.99.

CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME THREE: Season Two: By Sarah Rodriguez. It’s a memoir of a woman who has proven that the lives of women are as important as those of men. Included here is Exactly Like You. Also includes music by the Pied Pipers, an interview with Mervyn LeRoy and much more. MVO Audio. Pub. at $7.99.

CD MICHAEL KINCAID THE STRANGSEEKER, VOLUME ONE. Michael Kincaid is a graduate of the tabloid world who digs up weird and otherworldly stories for a struggling new cable network called The Investigative Channel. There are six shows collected here on two CDs, including Appointment in Time, The Dobsky Engine; The Goblin Factory; A Dog Named Who; The Star Channel; and Final Chapter. GDL Multimedia.

MONSTER MOVES. By Carlo Massarella. Reveals amazing true stories and intrepid adventures from the international hit TV series, Monster Moves. Join teams of engineers from around the world as they battle seemingly impossible odds to transport supersize buildings, machines and vehicles. Includes DVD featuring two episodes from the hit TV series. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $29.95.
**Television & Radio**

**CD RAFFLES THE GENTLEMAN THEIF, VOLUME THREE**
Collects three entertaining gentleman thief stories. The first episode of *The Idea of March* introduces Bunny to Raffles’s life of crime and adventure. In *A Costume Piece* South African diamonds are the chance in this story and Raffles has the hungry mouse. In *A Wishing Stone* South African diamonds are our hero’s new target as well as, perhaps, the lady herself. GDL Multimedia.

Item #6866654 $5.95

**CD RAFFLES THE GENTLEMAN THEIF, VOLUME THREE**
Collects three entertaining gentleman thief stories. His identity discovered, Raffles is forced to commit burglary or Bunny’s life is forfeit in *A Long Night*. In *The ArahqEmeralds* can Raffles be so down on his luck that he’s reduced to playing a gigolo? Will a Murder: Bunny sees a side of Raffles that surprises him, one that shows a willingness to commit murder. GDL Multimedia.

Item #6866652 $5.95

**MONOLOGUE: What Makes America Laugh Before Bed**
By Jon Macks. Macks covers the landscape of late-night comedy and punctuates the narrative with hysterical personal anecdotes, shining the spotlight on some of the very best late-night jokes, and drawing from more than half a million of his own written over more than twenty years. 226 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.95

Item #5945844 $4.95

**PAPA SMURF’S FAVORITE THINGS**
By Peyo. Find out everything you always wanted to know about Papa Smurf in this delightful little board book. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $5.99

Item #678237X $3.95

**HERE COME THE EASTER RABBIKS**
By Maggie Testa. Make way for the Easter parade. When the Rabbits join in, you can bet they’re not going to be hiding eggs or passing out candy. Ages 4-8. Fully illus in color. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.99

Item #697031 $3.95

**THE PLATINUM AGE OF TELEVISION: From I Love Lucy to The Walking Dead, How TV Became Terrific**
By David Bianculli. Bianculli traces the evolution of the classic TV genres, among them the sitcom, the crime show, the miniseries, the soap opera, the Western, the animated series, the medical drama, and the variety show. In each genre he selects five key examples of the form continuities and its dramatic departures.

Item #5694462 $9.95

**THE IMPOSSIBLE HAS HAPPENED: The Life and Work of Gene Roddenberry**
Creator of *Star Trek* By Lance Parkin. Sheds light on the colorful personal life, self-mythologizing and strange beliefs of a man who gave popular culture one of its most enduring narratives. Along the way, Parkin examines the great myths and turning points in *Star Trek* history, illuminating Roddenberry’s particular contribution to them. 390 pages. Aurum. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #6597008 $7.95

**DOWNTON ABBEY–SEASON TWO: The Complete Scripts**
By Julian Fellowes. Contains the full shooting scripts with additional material and commentary from the series creator. With key insights into the research and creative processes, this volume will appeal to fans and students alike. Color photos. 581 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #1886323 $5.95

**SEX AND BROADCASTING: A Handbook on Starting a Radio Station for the Community**
By Lorenzo W. Milm. A pioneer in the development of listener-supported community radio, Milm shares his enthusiasm and insights in this guide originally published in 1971. Although the details may change, the desire to communicate directly and honestly with a wider audience is a constant. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6595596 $9.95

**TELEVISION IS THE NEW TELEVISION**
By Michael Wolff. Wolff tells what happens when the smartest people in the room decide something is inevitable, and yet it doesn’t come to pass. Drawing on his unparalleled sources in corner offices from Rockefeller Center to Beverly Hills, he tells what’s really going on, which emperors have no clothes, and which supposed geniuses are due for a major fall. 212 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $17.95

Item #5962064 $4.95

**CD WALTER BRENAN: A World of Miracles/The President Presents two early recordings featuring the voice of lauded character actor Walter Brennan: A World of Miracles, narrating nine tales from the Bible, and The President, narrating the milestones in the careers of America’s most notable heads of state from George Washington to Dwight Eisenhower. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

Item #5860628 $9.95

**CD TEENAGE DIARIES THEN & NOW Hosted by Joe Richman. Whether it’s the story of Amanda, the gay teen trying to understand her sexuality, or the story of Juan, who crossed the Rio Grande with his family illegally, these *Then and Now* stories offer insight into the mysterious life of teenagers. Over 2 hours on two CDs. HighBridge. Pub. at $19.95

Item #2675668 $6.95

**ON MY WAY: The Untold Story of Rouben Mamoulian, George Gershwin, and Porgy and Bess**
By Joseph Horowitz. Culling new research and creative processes, this volume touches all aspects of Indian dance dance has taken shape through the ages. Well

Item #877333 $3.95

**STREET DANCE: The Best Moves**
By DJ Hooh. Offers the perfect introduction to major street dance styles, presented with step-by-step photography and expert advice. Top dancers break down all the moves you’ll ever need. Master the basics, then get down and perfect your back spin and chair freeze. 144 pages. Cassell. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #677333 $3.95

**WOMEN ON THE RENAISSANCE STAGE**
By Clare McManus. Studies women’s participation in the Jacobean court masque, giving detailed historioad and interdisciplinary readings of the performances of Anna of Denmark (wife of James VI and I) in the Scottish and English Jacobean courts. Illus. 276 pages. Manchester UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

Item #6658911 $3.95

**HONKY TONK PARADE: New York Profiles of Show People**
By John Lahr. In this fascinating compendium of celebrity profiles, Lahr illuminates some of the most compelling, elusive, and important artists of our time, including Dame Edna, Cole Porter, and Laurence Fishburne. 336 pages. Overlook. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #6754201 $4.95

**THE GREAT AMERICAN BOOK MUSICAL: A Manifesto, a Monograph, a Manual By Denton Martin Finn. By analyzing the scores, lyrics, librettos, and choreography of innovative and revolutionary shows such as *Oklahoma!, On the Town, West Side Story, My Fair Lady,* and *Dreamgirls,* as well as looking at what propelled certain shows to success—Finn provides the current generation with a thorough history and guide to the creation of Great American Book Musicals of their own.*

Item #2961202 $5.95
THE 101 GREATEST PLAYS: From Antiquity to the Present
By Michael Billington. A celebration of the art of the dramatist. These 101 extended essays and occasional dialogues are the product of a lifetime spent writing and reading about the adventures of a soul amongst masterpieces. A highly personal and provocative selection of the greatest plays. 464 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback. Pub. at $35.95. Item #5935008. PRICE CUT TO $19.95

THE LION KING: Pride Rock on Broadway
By Julie Taymor with A. Greene. Takes readers on a tour of the earliest sketches of costume concepts and set design to the trials and tribulations of mounting one of the most complex Broadway musicals in history. Offers a rare behind-the-scenes look at the creation of one of the most unique and expansive productions ever to grace the Broadway stage. Fully illus., many in color. 192 pages. Disney. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00. Item #6756360. $29.95

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF LES MISERABLES
By Edward Behr. The exclusive companion to the world’s best-loved musical, lavishly illustrated with more than 100 photos, chronicles the performance from its source in Victor Hugo’s 1862 novel through the original Parisian production and the making of the international hit. 192 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. Item #6881563. $6.95

TRADITION!
By Barbara Isenberg. Isenberg brings the creation of Fiddler on the Roof to life, more than fifty years after its Broadway opening. In chronicling the story of this historical musical, Isenberg interviewed many of those who worked on the original Broadway production, the countless international productions, the film adaptation and significant revivals. Photos, 240 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6895506. $4.95

LES MISERABLES: From Page to Stage to Screen
By Benedict Nightingale et al. This beautiful volume tells the story of the incredible phenomenon that grew from a modest Paris production into a multi-award-winning show. A celebration of the collaboration of its writers, Alain Boublil and Claude-Michel Schönberg, and the theatrical producer Cameron Mackintosh. Fully illus., in color. 144 pages. Carlton. 10x11⅝. Pub. at $29.95. Item #2817675.

SOPHOCLES’ OEDIPUS THE KING: A Reader’s Guide
By Sean Scheehan. Offers a clear introduction to this iconic work of Greek literature, focusing on its themes, context, influence and impact. Begins with a study of Oedipus as a figure from Greek mythology before focusing on fifth-century Athenian tragedy and the meaning of drama as it develops onstage. 174 pages. Continuum. Item #5875528. $4.95

FINDING ROGER: An Improbably Theatrical Love Story
By Rick Elice. You may recognize Roger Rees from his signature role as Nicholas Nickleby or, perhaps you know him from the small screen, where he played Robin Colcord on Cheers and Lord John Mortuary on The West Wing. Elice has penned a heartbreaking memoir of his 33 years with Roger that will touch everyone who reads it. Well illus., most in color. 250 pages. Kingswell. Pub. at $26.99. Item #671823X. $14.95

THE THEATER OF WAR: What Ancient Greek Tragedies Can Teach Us Today
By Bryan Doerries. For years, Doerries has led an innovative public health project that produces ancient tragedies for current and returned soldiers, addicts, and any wide range of other at-risk people in society. Tracing a path that links the personal to the artistic to the social and back again, Doerries shows us how suffering and healing are part of a timeless process in which dialogue and empathy are inextricably linked. 284 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. Item #5789451. $7.95

IRISH DANCE
By Arthur Flynn. Offers a complete history of Irish dance, from its earliest beginnings to its present-day revival. Includes chapters on dancing costumes, competitions, music and more. Illus. in color. 76 pages. Pelican. Pub. at $14.95. Item #4829698. $4.95

SOPHOCLES: Oedipus at Colonus
By Adrian Kelly. Provides an accessible introduction to Sophocles’ final play, returning to the character of Oedipus, the blind outcast of Thebes for a poignant tragedy that will end in his demise. This useful companion volume provides background, context, a synopsis and detailed analysis of the play. 176 pages. Duckworth. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95. Item #5875536. $6.95

ANTIGONE
By Sophocles. Presents Robert Bragg’s thrilling translation of the timeless political tragedy. Sophocles’ stirring Greek drama pits a tyrant’s heartless rectitude against a woman’s love for her traitorous brother, setting the stage for havoc at the hands of Eros, the god of love. 120 pages. Harper/Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. Item #68248605. $3.95

IN THEIR LIVES: Great Writers on Great Beatles Songs
Ed. by Andrew Blauher. Features contributions from twenty-nine authors and musicians on their favorite songs, arranged chronologically by the date the songs were released. The contributors may have little in common, but they were all profoundly affected by the most popular band in history. 350 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $23.00. Item #2941111. $4.95

DVD THE ROCKIN’ SOUNDS OF LONDON TOWN
During the Swinging ‘60s, London emerged as one of the musical capitals of the world. This three-program set takes us on a rollicking journey through the city, unveiling the countless destinations that hold great significance for some of the greatest moments in rock history. Includes The Andrew Lloyd Webber London; Rock ‘N’ Roll and London; and The Concise Queen’s London. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Artsmagic. Pub. at $14.95. Item #690839X. $2.95

DYLAN GOES ELECTRIC!
By Elisah Wald. Explores the cultural, political, and historical roots and impact when Dylan declared musical independence in 1965—the end of the folk revival and birth of rock as the voice of a generation. Wald delves deep into the folk revival and its intersections with the civil rights movement, the rise of rock, and the tensions between them. Photos. 354 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6925855. $4.95

To order these books, contact your local bookstore or use the order forms on page 30. Discounts are available for bulk orders. For further information, write to: Theater & Dance, 205 Elizabeth Street, New York, NY 10013. Tel: 212-274-2196. Fax: 212-274-2220.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#2784475</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>TO DISCO, WITH LOVE: The Records That Defined an Era By David Hamsley. Features more than 250 full-color album covers and charts the sound’s rapid evolution, from its early roots in Soul, Latin, and Jazz all the way to the digital revolution of the 1980s. The album art captures our take on fashion and beauty, wealth and status, sex and race during the days when the beat went on and on. 197 pages. Soundcheck Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6816924</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>CD WEIRD AL YANKOVIC: Mandatory Fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6719183</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>ALTAMONT: The Rolling Stones, the Hells Angels, and the Inside Story of Rock’s Darkest Day By Joel Selvin. Tells the definitive story of the Rolling Stones’ infamous Altamont concert and the murder that brought the 60s rock revolution to a shocking conclusion. Selvin probes every aspect of the show to capture the full scope of the tragedy and its aftermath, providing an exhaustive account of rock’s darkest day. 16 pages of photos, some color. 358 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5990963</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>THE INSIDER’S GUIDE TO MUSIC LICENSING By Brian Tanquin. A professional composer and producer offers first-hand advice for musicians in plain (and sometimes colorful) English, drawing on 20-plus years of experience in licensing music to TV shows, record labels, feature films, and radio and network promos. 252 pages. Allworth Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#687391X</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>THE SECRET LORE OF MUSIC: The Hidden Power of Orpheus By Fabre d’Olivet. This historic text by d’Olivet (1767-1825) shows that music is a sacred art rooted in the same principles as the universe itself and that it is intimately connected with the destiny of humankind. His insights are an essential link in the golden chain of Western theosophy. 180 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6961085</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>GREEK ORTHODOX MUSIC IN OTTOMAN ISTANBUL By Menih Erol. Music helped the Ottoman Greeks in Istanbul define themselves as a distinct cultural group. This text draws on archival evidence from ecclesiastical and lay sources dealing with understandings of Byzantine music and history, forms of religious chanting, the life stories of individual canons, and other popular and scholarly sources of the period. Illus. 264 pages. INUP. Pub. at $35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6700763</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>ROCK ‘N’ ROLL LOVE STORIES By Jill Paul. Mick and Marianne, Elvis and Priscilla, Sid and Nancy: Here are 14 of music’s greatest love affairs, from the straightforward and romantic to the messy and divided, and from the famous (and infamous) to the relatively unknown. Well illus. 192 pages. Ivy Press.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6945732</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>COOL JOBS IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS! By Jeffrey Rabhan. Drawing from his own experience guiding the careers of artists like Kelly Clarkson, Lil’ Kim, Michelle Branch and others, Rabhan clearly explains career paths and business exercises from the perspective through exclusive interviews with studio professionals, artists, and more. Photos. 245 pages. In Tune Partners. Pub. at $19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#675399X</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>CHUCK D PRESENTS THIS DAY IN RAP AND HIP-HOP HISTORY A comprehensive, chronological survey of Rap and Hip-Hop from 1973 to the present by the American rapper and producer. Well illus. in color. 342 pages. Cassell. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6968546</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>THE VIOLIN: A Critical History By Anna L. Preston. A critical look at pop history as only a historian can do it. This study of the violin, addressed to performing musicians today, is based on archival evidence from ecclesiastical and lay sources as well as her experience as an influential performer of the 80s, including LaTash Hurst from The Cure, Cindy Wilson from The B-52s and many others. 144 pages. Schiffer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5954715</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>MUSIC OF AZERBAIJAN: From Mugham to Opera By Alda Huseynova. Drawing on previously unstudied archives, letters, and documents as well as her experience as an Azerbaijani musician and educator, Huseynova shows in this absorbing volume how Azerbaijani musical development was not a product of Soviet cultural policies but rather grew from and reflected deep and complex cultural processes. Illus. 326 pages. INUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6854443</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>80S REDUX: Your Favorite Musicians Today By Mike Hipple. So what are the musicians who built the sonic landscape of the 80s up to? Hipple seeks to answer this in a nostalgic collection of portraits and interviews featuring over 40 plus influential performers of the 80s, including Laila Tolhurst from The Cure, Bruce Swedien has worked with legends like Count Basie, Dinah Washington, Santana, Michael Jackson and others. Here he recounts his musical experiences, charting his own artistic development. Illus. 287 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6844642</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>MAKE MINE MUSIC By Bruce Swedien. In a career that left a trail of major recordings in studios across the country, engineer/producer Swedien has worked with legends like Count Basie, Dinah Washington, Santana, Michael Jackson and others. Here he recounts his musical experiences, charting his own artistic development. Illus. 326 pages. Univ of Rochester Press. Pub. at $25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6737404</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>THE SONG MACHINE: Inside the Hit Factory By John Seabrook. Offers an insider’s look at the global hit factories manufacturing the songs that have everyone hooked. This fascinating journey into the strange world of pop music reveals how a new approach to crafting smash hits is transforming marketing, technology, and even listener’s brains. 347 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5853303</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>THE TRAIN KEPT A-ROLLIN’: How the Train Song Changed the Face of Popular Music By Spencer Vignes. A longtime music and train fan, Vignes marries his two passions in a narrative that gets to the heart of the gone. Painstakingly researched, he has interviewed an array of singers, songwriters and musicians who share the secrets of how and why they came to write or record their train songs. 16 pages of photos, some color. 196 pages. Soundcheck Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6747779</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>ALTAMONT: The Rolling Stones, the Hells Angels, and the Inside Story of Rock’s Darkest Day By Joel Selvin. Tells the definitive story of the Rolling Stones’ infamous Altamont concert and the murder that brought the 60s rock revolution to a shocking conclusion. Selvin probed every aspect of the show to capture the full scope of the tragedy and its aftermath, providing an exhaustive account of rock’s darkest day. 16 pages of photos, some color. 358 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#675399X</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>CHUCK D PRESENTS THIS DAY IN RAP AND HIP-HOP HISTORY A comprehensive, chronological survey of Rap and Hip-Hop from 1973 to the present by the American rapper and producer. Well illus. in color. 342 pages. Cassell. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6968546</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>THE VIOLIN: A Critical History By Anna L. Preston. A critical look at pop history as only a historian can do it. This study of the violin, addressed to performing musicians today, is based on archival evidence from ecclesiastical and lay sources as well as her experience as an influential performer of the 80s, including LaTash Hurst from The Cure, Cindy Wilson from The B-52s and many others. 144 pages. Schiffer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5954715</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>MUSIC OF AZERBAIJAN: From Mugham to Opera By Alda Huseynova. Drawing on previously unstudied archives, letters, and documents as well as her experience as an Azerbaijani musician and educator, Huseynova shows in this absorbing volume how Azerbaijani musical development was not a product of Soviet cultural policies but rather grew from and reflected deep and complex cultural processes. Illus. 326 pages. INUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6854443</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
<td>PAPERBACK</td>
<td>80S REDUX: Your Favorite Musicians Today By Mike Hipple. So what are the musicians who built the sonic landscape of the 80s up to? Hipple seeks to answer this in a nostalgic collection of portraits and interviews featuring over 40 plus influential performers of the 80s, including Laila Tolhurst from The Cure, Bruce Swedien has worked with legends like Count Basie, Dinah Washington, Santana, Michael Jackson and others. Here he recounts his musical experiences, charting his own artistic development. Illus. 287 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**MUSIC SOOTHE THE SOUL** By Matthew Bernstein. Features engaging stories from seventy musicians, artists, scientists and entrepreneurs who show how music can positively impact our lives. Celebrities include Gene Simmons, Chaka Khan, and Dave Wakeling. Music inspired each story and Bernstein tells you why. Photos. 294 pages. Waldorf Publishing. Pub. at $24.95

**SLAVE SONGS OF THE UNITED STATES: The Classic 1867 Anthology** Ed. by William F. Allen et al. Republication of the 1867 edition. A rare musical treasury containing complete music and lyrics for over 130 songs arranged by geographical region. Includes commentary on each song’s history, its possible variations, what some of its key references mean, and other pertinent details. 115 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**A GRAMMY SALUTE TO MUSIC LEGENDS: All-Star Artists Pay Tribute to Their Musical Heroes** Ed. by David Konigjan. Each year, the organization behind the Grammy Awards honors a handful of musical giants through an assortment of special awards, as artists and others in the music-making community offer heartfelt written tributes to the honorees. Presented in this volume are many of those moving pieces: Thurston Moore’s tribute to John Cage, Tom Petty’s tribute to George Harrison, Ice Cube’s tribute to Run DMC, and more. Well illus., most in color. 194 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub. at $29.99

**CLASSIC RIFFS: Pick Up & Play** By A. Brown & J. Jackson. From blues to heavy metal, and from funk to punk, over 70 riffs feature in this collection of classic riff styles. The iconic guitar sounds of Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, Nirvana and more are easy to follow in these examples, written in standard notation and tablature. Color photos. 176 pages. Flame Tree. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.95

**LEARN TO PLAY PIANO IN SIX WEEKS OR LESS: Intermediate Level** By D. Delaney & B. Chotkowski. The authors walk pianists with a bit of training through the next set of skills they need to play at the intermediate level with this thorough guide. Illus. 176 pages. Sterling. 8¼x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95

**DOVER’S LEARN GUITAR IN 21 DAYS** Over 21 days you’ll learn just eight simple chords along with strumming patterns, and gain a basic understanding of how to keep a “beat” and how to work a songbook. In short, everything you need to know to play hundreds of your favorite songs. 100 minutes. Guitar Lab. Pub. at $24.95

**THE VIOLIN-MAKERS OF THE GUARNERI FAMILY, 1626-1762** By William Henry Hill et al. Originally published in 1931, this generously illustrated volume offers both a history of the Guarneri family and a commentary on their craftsmanship. The craft of each master is explored in terms of forms, dimensions, materials, favored varnishes, and work methods. 173 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**GUITAR CHORDS: A Fretboard Sticker Book** By Hereward Kaye. The unique color-coded fretboard stickers included in this volume will ensure that you don’t have to worry about what to do next while you play. Includes easy-to-follow chord diagrams and simple instructions that will have you sounding like a pro in no time. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages.

**THE MUSIC OF TEACHING: Learning Trust Students’ Natural Development** By Barbara Kreader Skaland. Focuses on an intangible attribute all teachers need but few consider perception. This book includes the ability to trust both students’ natural development and the learning process itself to guide developing performers down music’s path. 147 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub. at $19.95

**SLAVE SONGS OF THE UNITED STATES: The Classic 1867 Anthology** Ed. by William F. Allen et al. Republication of the 1867 edition. A rare musical treasury containing complete music and lyrics for over 130 songs arranged by geographical region. Includes commentary on each song’s history, its possible variations, what some of its key references mean, and other pertinent details. 115 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95


**Bluray HIRED GUN** Wide-screen. The story of the A-list musicians (Billy Joel, Bon Jovi, Ozzy Osborne and many more) responsible for the most famous instrumental guitar, drum and piano solos in the world. They perform right on stage next to the real musical legends who hired them and for the first time share their incredible stories and exclusive musical performances with the world. English SDH. 98 minutes. Vision Films.

**INSIDE OUT: A Personal History of Pink Floyd** By Nick Mason. The only member to have been part of the band throughout its 50 years, this is Mason’s insightful, self-deprecating take on Pink Floyd’s many highs and lows from their emergence in the 1960s, 64 photos of pages, some color. 414 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


**THE VIOLIN-MAKERS OF THE GUARNERI FAMILY, 1626-1762** By William Henry Hill et al. Originally published in 1931, this generously illustrated volume offers both a history of the Guarneri family and a commentary on their craftsmanship. The craft of each master is explored in terms of forms, dimensions, materials, favored varnishes, and work methods. 173 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**INSIDE OUT: A Personal History of Pink Floyd** By Nick Mason. The only member to have been part of the band throughout its 50 years, this is Mason’s insightful, self-deprecating take on Pink Floyd’s many highs and lows from their emergence in the 1960s, 64 photos of pages, some color. 414 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


**THE VIOLIN-MAKERS OF THE GUARNERI FAMILY, 1626-1762** By William Henry Hill et al. Originally published in 1931, this generously illustrated volume offers both a history of the Guarneri family and a commentary on their craftsmanship. The craft of each master is explored in terms of forms, dimensions, materials, favored varnishes, and work methods. 173 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**GUITARS: Amazing Facts & Trivia** By Nigel Cawthorne. Packed with intriguing facts, anecdotes, quotes, lists, history, and just about everything you would want to know about guitars. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6715508</td>
<td>HANDEL: The New Grove</td>
<td>Winton Dean, A. Hicks</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302870X</td>
<td>BEETHOVEN'S SYMPHONIES: An Artistic Vision</td>
<td>Lewis Lockwood</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6846599</td>
<td>ALABAMA: Song of the South</td>
<td>Jay Orr</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5968607</td>
<td>TREASURES OF BOB DYLAN, SECOND EDITION</td>
<td>Brian Southall</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6848400</td>
<td>BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Glory Days–50 Years of Dreamin'</td>
<td>Russell Senior</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367603X</td>
<td>FREAK OUT THE SQUARES: Life in a Band Called Pulp</td>
<td>Daniel K. Longman</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6864600</td>
<td>BEETHOVEN: The New Grove</td>
<td>Winton Dean</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6833551</td>
<td>ASHES TO ASHES: The Songs of David Bowie 1976–2016</td>
<td>Chris O'Leary</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5839750</td>
<td>BACKSTAGE PASS: The Ultimate David Bowie Expert Comes to Town</td>
<td>Ed Morris</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5964699</td>
<td>THE BEATLES' LANDMARKS IN LIVERPOOL</td>
<td>Daniel K. Longman</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>862281X</td>
<td>BOB DYLAN: His Life in Pictures</td>
<td>Harry Shapiro</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6956777</td>
<td>DVD NOT MOZART</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>596573X</td>
<td>BOWIE ON BOWIE: Interviews and Encounters with David Bowie Ed. by Sean Egan</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5847399</td>
<td>TREATS OF BOB DYLAN, SECOND EDITION</td>
<td>Brian Southall</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6848400</td>
<td>BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Glory Days–50 Years of Dreamin'</td>
<td>Russell Senior</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367603X</td>
<td>FREAK OUT THE SQUARES: Life in a Band Called Pulp</td>
<td>Daniel K. Longman</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6864600</td>
<td>BEETHOVEN: The New Grove</td>
<td>Winton Dean</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6833551</td>
<td>ASHES TO ASHES: The Songs of David Bowie 1976–2016</td>
<td>Chris O'Leary</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5968607</td>
<td>TREASURES OF BOB DYLAN, SECOND EDITION</td>
<td>Brian Southall</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367603X</td>
<td>FREAK OUT THE SQUARES: Life in a Band Called Pulp</td>
<td>Daniel K. Longman</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6864600</td>
<td>BEETHOVEN: The New Grove</td>
<td>Winton Dean</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6833551</td>
<td>ASHES TO ASHES: The Songs of David Bowie 1976–2016</td>
<td>Chris O'Leary</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5968607</td>
<td>TREASURES OF BOB DYLAN, SECOND EDITION</td>
<td>Brian Southall</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367603X</td>
<td>FREAK OUT THE SQUARES: Life in a Band Called Pulp</td>
<td>Daniel K. Longman</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6864600</td>
<td>BEETHOVEN: The New Grove</td>
<td>Winton Dean</td>
<td>Norton</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6833551</td>
<td>ASHES TO ASHES: The Songs of David Bowie 1976–2016</td>
<td>Chris O'Leary</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5968607</td>
<td>TREASURES OF BOB DYLAN, SECOND EDITION</td>
<td>Brian Southall</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367603X</td>
<td>FREAK OUT THE SQUARES: Life in a Band Called Pulp</td>
<td>Daniel K. Longman</td>
<td>Dog &amp; Leventhal</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Style</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folk &amp; Latin Music</td>
<td><strong>FOLKSONGS AND FOLKLORE OF SOUTH UIST, SECOND EDITION</strong></td>
<td>Margaret Fay Shaw</td>
<td>This compendium of stories, folklore, and songs is a wonderful evocation of the vibrant life and history of South Uist and the Gaelic world in which it played so important a part. Most of the material gathered here was collected between 1929 and 1935 during the author’s stay in South Lochboisdale. Photos. 306 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. Item #6863663</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folk &amp; Latin Music</td>
<td><strong>FOLKSONGS AND FOLKLORE OF SOUTH UIST, SECOND EDITION</strong></td>
<td>Margaret Fay Shaw</td>
<td>This compendium of stories, folklore, and songs is a wonderful evocation of the vibrant life and history of South Uist and the Gaelic world in which it played so important a part. Most of the material gathered here was collected between 1929 and 1935 during the author’s stay in South Lochboisdale. Photos. 306 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. Item #6863663</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folk &amp; Latin Music</td>
<td><strong>FOLKSONGS AND FOLKLORE OF SOUTH UIST, SECOND EDITION</strong></td>
<td>Margaret Fay Shaw</td>
<td>This compendium of stories, folklore, and songs is a wonderful evocation of the vibrant life and history of South Uist and the Gaelic world in which it played so important a part. Most of the material gathered here was collected between 1929 and 1935 during the author’s stay in South Lochboisdale. Photos. 306 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. Item #6863663</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Music</td>
<td><strong>COUNTRY MUSIC BROKE MY BRAIN</strong></td>
<td>Gerry House</td>
<td>A country radio personality tells his stories from the other side of the microphone. He reveals conversations with country music’s biggest names—Johnny Cash, Brad Paisley, and Reba McEntire to name a few—and leaves you with his own crazy antics that will either have you laughing or shaking your head in disbelief. 327 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Music</td>
<td><strong>STONE TEMPLE PILOTS: Alive in the Windy City</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Visually spectacular show catches the band in rocking form. The concert combines new songs and classic hits, including <em>Plush; Vasoline; Interstate Love Song; Big Empty; Sex Type Thing;</em> and more. 92 minutes. Eagle Vision. Item #6915892</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Music</td>
<td><strong>DON’T STOP BELIEVIN’: Everyman’s Journey</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Follows the real-life rock ‘n’ roll fairy tale of Filipino Arnel Pineda, who was plucked from YouTube to become the frontman for iconic American rock band Journey. A rollicking and inspiring look at the trials, triumphs, and pressures of replacing one of the most legendary voices in modern music. Rated R. 105 minutes. Cinedigm. Item #6585124</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock &amp; Roll</td>
<td><strong>ERIC CLAPTON: The World’s Greatest Living Guitarist</strong></td>
<td>Chris Welch</td>
<td>Celebrates the long career of one of the most influential and important guitarists of all time, blending expert text, rarely published photographs, and images of fascinating memorabilia. An era-by-era, album-by-album account through every stage and band of a musical legend. 96 pages. Carlton. 11½x10. Item #5939305</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock &amp; Roll</td>
<td><strong>BEYOND THE BEATS: Rock &amp; Roll’s Greatest Drummers Speak!</strong></td>
<td>Jake Brown</td>
<td>The first definitive work of its kind, written by drummers, for drummers, featuring exclusive chapter length interviews with twelve of Rock &amp; Metal’s most popular players from the past 40 years. Some of the drummers included are Lars Ulrich of Metallica; Joey Kramer of Aerosmith; Tico Torres of Bon Jovi; and more. Illus. 307 pages. Music Square Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock &amp; Roll</td>
<td><strong>THE MUSIC’S ALL THAT MATTERS</strong></td>
<td>Paul Stump</td>
<td>Stump traces the background from which progressive rock grew and the factors that led to its eclipse, with an eye not just to fashions in pop music but also economics and the wider social context. Progressive’s near death and re-birth are described with vigor and wit. 411 pages. Harbour. Paperbound. Item #666735X</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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